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About El Referente
and StartupsReal
El Referente is Spain’s first digital daily specialising in startups and innovation. It seeks to promote and connect
the most innovative initiatives in Spain.
With a versatile, dynamic and professional team we seek to cover news from
an innovative and different perspective
and help bring home the importance of
Spanish entrepreneurs for all of society;
they are the future of our society, facilitating and supporting the growth of
companies through different levers of
connection.
In addition to the digital daily El Referente, there is a social entrepreneurship
movement called Referentes that seeks
to connect, boost and promote participating companies, seeking to generate
a media impact on society through the
new communication tools.

The media group has also now launched StartupsReal, the first English-language magazine specializing in
everything related to innovation, startups, and entrepreneurs in Spain. It is
a young and dynamic publication that
covers Spanish news from an objective
point of view.
StartupsReal will cover news from
the Spanish sector, bringing all the innovative projects emerging in Spain to
a wider global audience and supporting
the international expansion of these
emerging companies while also supporting key agents within this ecosystem: venture capital funds, accelerators,
incubators and investors. Furthermore,
every year El Referente publishes the
Investment Guide for Startups, a Spanish publication available throughout
the country that catalogues all the investors, both Spanish and overseas,
interested in investing in the growth of
Spanish startups.

Betting on the Startups of the Future
José María Torrego
Director of El Referente

For some time now, we have wanted to
reward the most innovative startups in
Spain and it has taken 5 years to be able
to put this plan into action; we believe it
will be a resounding success. After more
than 6 months of hard work and with over
600 startups analyzed and more than 200
decks reviewed, we present this report on
2019’s 100 startups with the most potential to become Spain’s future scaleups.
In drafting the ranking, we decided to
analyse only the companies funded by at
least one Spanish citizen and that have
been around for at least three years, focussing on startups in the seed and early
phases.
Coinscrap, a startup of Galician origin that
makes it possible to round up card purchases, with the difference automatically
transferred to a savings product based on
the user’s saving objectives, was the overall winner and the first startup to appear
in the ranking.

In this report, we want to bring you all the
information on these 100 companies that
are now and will continue to be leaders
in our country over the coming years. In
drafting the ranking we were lucky enough
to be able to rely on the assistance of TheVentureCity, KFund, Telefónica Ventures,
Swanlaab, ECIJA Abogados, Startupxplore, Deloitte Startmeup and Bstartup, who
analysed over 200 decks and have selected the 100 most promising startups that
we present to you here.
Now our mission is to give them visibility
and connect them with the key investors
in Spain so they can invest in the projects
and give startups an opportunity to spread
the word about their projects and the medium term objectives not just in Spain but
around the world. StartupsReal has become a window to the world and everything
happening in Spain around innovation and
startups and, in 2019, we are laying the
foundations to meet our objectives. Never before has such a detailed ranking of
the most promising Spanish projects been
produced and now, with the 100 Most Innovative Startups in Spain, it is a reality.
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LOCATION of the 2019 RANKING`S 100 FINALISTS
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38

27
1
11

1
8
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Catalonia (Barcelona)
Foods for Tomorrow
Allread
Kiwi Last Mile
Finteca
Pangea
Freightol
Optimus price
Dribo
Gamestry
Flanks
Mondo
Typs
BitPhy
Racetick
Flomics
3D Click
Vasquiat
Psonríe
SAALG
Polaroo
PARC
DiHola
Asgard Space
Venvirotech
Iomed
FlexiDAO
Hireflix
Gopure
Wolorent
Delectatech
Zymvol
Verone
Berdac
CreatSens Health
Wado
Koduz
Aervio
ICARIA

38

Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Tarragona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona
Barcelona

Madrid
WOOM
Dixper
Tracer
Consentio
Cobee
Botslovers
Arex
Woonivers
Medicsen
Narrativa
Gas2move
HolaLucas
GeoDB
Micappital
TaxDown
Wenalyze
Trucksters
Luda Partners
BooBoo
EthicHub
Homexplorer
UDE
Boomva
Hoop Carpool
Pibisi
Zensei
Fixme
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Madrid
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Barcelona y Madrid
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Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Valdemoro
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
Madrid

Comunidad Valenciana
Trazable
Zeleros
WiTrac
Rithmi
Declarando
Journify
Scoutim
Ordatic
Pyro Fire Extinction
Nespra
ForMarketer

Andalusia
CheKin
Predictiva
Vizlegal
Footters
Myhixel
LOONFY
Yami
DNActive

Basque Country
Alias Robotics
Teknan
Tucuvi
Brave C. Veriswiss

Galicia
Coinscrap
Alen Space
Appentra
Frankie The King

11

Valencia
Valencia
Valencia
Valencia
Castellón
Valencia
Valencia
Valencia
Valencia
Valencia
Valencia

8

Sevilla
Marbella, Málaga
Sevilla
Sevilla
Sevilla
Málaga
Málaga
Granada

3

Aragón
Neki
Feltwood

Zaragoza
Zaragoza

2

Navarra
BeePlanet
Cocuus

Noain
Navarra

1

Castilla y León
Astibot

Valladolid

Balearic Islands
Hotelinking

Murcia
Biometric Vox

1

Palma de Mallorca

1

Murcia

4

Vitoria-Gasteiz
Bilbao
Bilbao
Vitoria-Gasteiz

4

Pontevedra
Nigrán
Galicia
Vigo, Pontevedra
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SECTORAL BREAKDOWN of the 2019

RANKING’S 100 FINALISTS

Fintech
E-Health
FoodTech
Services
Artificial Intelligence
SaaS
Logistics
Sports
Proptech
Aeroespace
Biotech
Blockchain
2
Energy
2
Robotics
2
Insurtech
2
Marketplaces
2
Mobility
Others 1

1

2

13
12
8
8
8
7
6
4
3
3
3
3

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

+10
6

Aeroespace
Alen Space
Pangea
Asgard Space

Artificial Intelligence
Optimus price
Biometric Vox
Predictiva
Botslovers
BitPhy
Narrativa
Nespra
Aervio

Big Data
Allread

Biotech
Flomics
Venvirotech
Zymvol

Blockchain
GeoDB
FlexiDAO
EthicHub

Cybersecurity
Brave Corporation Veriswiss

Design
Koduz

E-Health
WOOM
Rithmi
Medicsen
Psonríe
Myhixel
Luda Partners
DNActive
Fixme
Berdac
CreatSens Health
Zensei
ICARIA

Energy
Teknan
BeePlanet

Environment
Feltwood

Fashion
Wado

Fintech
Finteca
Flanks
Declarando
Typs
Woonivers
Clarity AI
Polaroo
HolaLucas
Micappital
TaxDown
Wenalyze
LOONFY
Cobee

FoodTech
Foods for Tomorrow
Consentio
Ordatic
Yami
Gopure
Delectatech
Trazable
Cocuus

Industry 4.0
WiTrac

Insurtech
Coinscrap
Mondo

Legaltech
Vizlegal

Logistics
Zeleros
Kiwi Last Mile
Gas2move
Trucksters
BooBoo
Freightol

Marketplaces
Vasquiat
Verone

RegTech
Pibisi

Robotics
Astibot
Alias Robotics

Software as a service
Hotelinking
Appentra
ForMarketer
SAALG
DiHola
Iomed
Hireflix

Services
Tracer
Dribo
Frankie The King
3D Click
Neki
Pyro Fire Extinction
Tucuvi
Boomva

Smart City
UDE

Smart Mobility
Journify

Mobility

Sports

PARC
Hoop Carpool

Gamestry
Racetick
Footters
Scoutim

PropTech
Arex
Homexplorer
Wolorent

TravelTech
CheKin

Videogames and Saas
Dixper
7

PARTNERS
BSTARTUP

DELOITTE
STARTMEUP

ECIJA
ABOGADOS

XUNTA DE
GALICIA

BStartup is Banco Sabadell’s service for young technological and innovative companies, offering a series of structured services across three proposals. These are: 1) Specialised branches and products for startups: specialized managers, specific services and a circuit of risks for the study of startup credit operations; 2) Investment in equity:
BStartup 10 invests 100,000 each in ten startups in the initial phases every year; and 3) Collaborative innovation; they
accelerate at the pace of digital innovation at Banco Sabadell thanks to the opening and partnership with entrepreneurs, especially with those who are developing solutions in areas of interest to the bank.

StartmeUP is Deloitte’s platform offering solutions to different stakeholders involved in the innovation ecosystem.
They make it possible for scaleups, corporations, investors and institutions to interact in a real and efficient way.
How do they do it? They analyse and reinforce their business models with fully adapted resources. Their Corporate Venturing team works hand-in-hand with companies, detecting new challenges or areas of improvement and
our startups observatory identifies the best proposals. Later, they co-create and design new solutions to improve
positioning and validate the startups that later make up their teams.

ECIJA is a professional services firm (legal, advisory and tech) and a leader in the Iberian and Latin American market. At present, it has 100 partners and 500 professionals, with a presence in 14 countries. ECIJA has been recognized
as the best TMT (Technology, Media and Telecommunications) firm in Europe and among the most innovative on
the continent. Their strengths in the area of innovation and entrepreneurship lie in a multidisciplinary team who
advise VCs, corporates and startups on some of the most important transactions in the sector.

The Regional Government of Galicia, the Xunta, is committed to ensuring that all good business initiatives have the
necessary support for the maximum opportunities for success, especially those with high potential to rapidly reach
the market and grow. Startups are a key priority for the Galician administration, which offers integrated support to
these initiatives, from incipient entrepreneurship projects to consolidated companies. As part of this commitment,
StartIN Galicia was set up, a space that brings together all the support mechanisms that the Xunta de Galicia offers to
startups and stakeholders (such as investors and business angels), from financial assistance and startup incubation
to acceleration and consolidation initiatives.
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RANKING of the MOST INNOVATE
STARTUPS IN SPAIN 2019

Ranking Company

Score

Ranking Company

Score

Ranking Company

Score

1

Coinscrap

562

21

Dribo

401

41

Medicsen

307

2

Alén Space

550

22

Biometric Vox

394

42

3D Click

299

3

WOOM

535

23

Predictiva

381

43

Vasquiat

296

4

Dixper

507

24

Teknan

380

44

Psonríe

294

5

Alias Robotics

495

25

Gamestry

378

45

SAALG

290

6

Foods for Tomorrow

491

26

Botslovers

377

46

Polaroo

287

7

Allread

474

27

Rithmi

370

47

Narrativa

286

8

Tracer

464

28

Flanks

368

48

Gas2move

284

9

Zeleros

462

29

Mondo

367

49

PARC

283

10

Consentio

449

30

Arex

361

50

Vizlegal

283

11

Kiwi Last Mile

420

31

Declarando

358

51

HolaLucas

280

12

Finteca

416

32

Typs

358

52

Footters

276

13

Cobee

415

33

Woonivers

358

53

Myhixel

275

14

WiTrac

415

34

BitPhy

337

54

Neki

275

15

Hotelinking

413

35

Racetick

324

55

GeoDB

271

16

Appentra

410

36

ForMarketer

318

56

DiHola

268

17

Pangea

410

37

Aervio

315

57

Asgard Space

267

18

CheKin

409

38

Frankie The King

314

58

Micappital

266

19

Freightol

409

39

Flomics

313

59

TaxDown

266

20

Optimus price

408

40

Clarity AI

309

60

Venvirotech

266
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Ranking Company

Score

Ranking Company

Score

61

Iomed

262

86

Nespra

197

62

Journify

262

87

ICARIA

196

63

Wenalyze

261

88

Delectatech

194

64

Scoutim

260

89

Zymvol

188

65

Truckster

258

90

Verone

185

66

Luda Partners

254

91

Astibot

184

67

Ordatic

254

92

Berdac

184

68

FlexiDAO

245

93

CreatSens Health

181

69

Yami

245

94

Zensei

177

70

Boo Boo

238

95

LOONFY

176

71

Hireflix

238

96

Feltwood

170

72

DNActive

233

97

Wado

170

73

BeePlanet

232

98

Trazable

167

74

Pyro Fire Extinction

230

99

Cocuus

163

75

Gopure

229

100

Koduz

163

76

EthicHub

227

77

Homexplorer

224

78

UDE

223

79

Tucuvi

219

80

Fixme

214

81

Wolorent

210

82

Brave Corporation

204

83

Boomva

203

84

Hoop Carpool

201

85

Pibisi

201
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SCORE

1

562

COINSCRAP

Coinscrap: the app that helps you save by rounding up
Founded: 2017
Sector: Fintech, Insurtech
Founders: David Conde, Oscar Barba, Juan Carlos López
and Diego González
Principal Investors: Indexa Capital, Bbooster Ventures,
Fernando Cabello-Astolfi, Dario  Cifrodelli, Blanca Hernández and Mónica Delclaux
https://coinscrap.com
Location: Pontevedra, Galicia

Coinscrap is an application that allows you to
round up card purchases and the difference to be
transferred to a different savings product based on
the targets you set. It was launched to market in 2017
in collaboration with CASER seguros. Since then,
the platform, which has more than 25,000 organic
downloads, has added new functions such as saving
a percentage of salary or doing so when your favourite football team wins. From the outset, the Galician
company has based its growth strategy on commercial agreement with companies in the banking and
insurance sector. In 2018 the company signed a commercial agreement with EVO Banco to add the digital
piggy bank feature with saving rules within the mobile banking application.
The company’s latest major agreement was reached with the French bank Natixis and VISA within
the Xpollens programme focussed on fintech startups, allowing it to broaden its portfolio of services,

offering a VISA card with conditions designed especially for a millennial audience. David Conde (CEO),
Oscar Barba (CTO) and Juan Carlos López (website
and applications manager) have managed to democratize savings by rounding up any card purchase to

the nearest euro on a fully automated and digital basis. Among the principal investors are Indexa Capital,
Fernando Cabello-Astolfi (Aplazame) and BBooster
Ventures, who recently led a round of financing for
180,000 euros.
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SCORE

2

550

ALÉN SPACE

Alén Space: nanosatellites for business in space
Founded: 2019
Sector: Aerospace
Founders: Guillermo Lamelas, Alberto González, Antonio
Vázquez, Diego Nodar, Diego Hurtado, Bibiano Fernández,
Aaron Nercellas, Fernando Aguado, Arno Formella
Investment obtained: €60,000 up to €1.5m in negotiation
Principal Investors: In negotiation
https://alen.space
Location: Nigrán, Galicia

Alén Space is a company that provides end-to-end
solutions based on nanosatellites from design to manufacture (including hardware and software), launch
management and operation in orbit. It also offers its
hardware and software separately as well space consulting for special projects. The project, created by
Guillermo Lamelas, Alberto González, Diego Nodar,
Antonio Vázquez, Diego Hurtado, Aaron Nercellas, Bibiano Fernández-Arruti, Fernando Aguado and Arno
Formella is currently in negotiations with several investors to raise up to €1.5m, which would provide it
with the facilities to meet its growth forecast, to continue developing products and execute its marketing
and sales plan. The startup was part of Vía Galicia in
2018, the accelerator of Zona Franca de Vigo, and offers
end-to-end business solutions based on nanosatellites. Many of these solutions require the deployment
of sets of small satellites that work on a coordinated
basis (constellations).

Alén Space derives its income from the design and
manufacture of said satellites and their periodic updating and maintenance, along with income derived from
the operation of the constellation. Alén Space is also a
University of Vigo spin-off set up under Programa Ignicia by the Regional Government of Galicia’s Galician
Innovation Agency (GAIN). This programme financed

the process of the industrialization of technology, the
transfer to the spin-off and the creation of company
structures allowed for the completion of the team with
members from sales and business backgrounds. The
company’s main objective for this period is to break
even, while it develops new technology and products to
protect its differentiation and penetrate new markets.
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SCORE

3

535

WOOM

WOOM: the fertility app that helps women get pregnant easily and efficiently
Founded: 2015
Sector: Digital Health
Founders: Clelia Morales andLaurence Fontinoy
Investment obtained: €2m
Principal Investors: TheVentureCity, Toro Ventures,
Gerard Olivé, Jesús Monleon, Beatriz González,
and Miguel Haupt
www.woomfertility.com
Location: Madrid

WOOM is a startup that, thanks to an algorithm,
can calculate the daily probability of pregnancy
taking into account information on the woman’s
menstrual cycle, the couple’s lifestyle and biometric data. Founded by Clelia Morales and Laurence
Fontinoy, WOOM is one of the leading femtech firms operating in health and female fertility assisting
with decision-making on reproductive health and it
enjoys unique positioning in southern Europe and
LATAM.
The startup calculates daily pregnancy probabilities
and offers daily personalised content. The app accelerates conception time, optimising the likelihood of
pregnancy and, what’s more, offers additional information on education and prevention in reproductive
health. With its B2B model, it is today working with the
pharmaceutical industry as data/insights provider. In
time, they hope to bring insurance and consumer pro-

ducts to market. To launch the company and the MPV,
the founders first required an initial investment of 200

thousand euros. They later closed three rounds of financing and two participative credits from Enisa.
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SCORE

4

507

DIXPER

Dixper: the future of video game streaming
Founded: 2018
Sector: Videogames and software
Founders: Iván Mayo, Luis Manuel Torres, Alejandro Leal
Investment obtained: €310,000
Principal Investors: Wayra, Laura González-Estéfani,
Clara Bullrich and Ernest Sales
www.dixper.gg
Location: Madrid

The startup Dixper, created in 2018 in Madrid,
allows gamers and e-sport players to increase monetization through disruptive interaction with the
audience. This company has developed software
that allows remote connection with a computer from
a web browser to access the games located within.
This new technology company concept was created
with the collaboration of cofounders Iván Mayo, CEO;
Luis Manuel Torres, CTO; and Alejandro Leal, CPO,
who together decided on the name Dixper after the
effect of solar light on the atmosphere. “When a ray of
light enters into contact with the Earth’s atmosphere
it disperses in all directions, resulting in our blue sky
(and orange at dusk)”, explain the founders.
This is what inspired Mayo, Torres and Leal when
registering the name of the company. “We want to
replicate the same effect on a computational level,
the same computer using Dixper is capable of dispersing throughout the network and sharing games

with other users anywhere in the world”, they added.
Dixper is currently participating in The Venture City
accelerator where it offers a team of professionals
with experience in the field capable of providing a
different, new point of view for the development of
technological companies.
They are also part of the team of investors at Wayra,
Telefónica’s accelerators, and the Business Angels
team. Also with Dixper are Laura González-Estéfani,
Clara Bullrich and Ernest Sales. For the implementa-

tion of Dixper, the creators have received up to 310,000
euros, which they have allocated to the growth of the
team, materials and engineering infrastructure and
the areas of marketing and sales. They have allocated
part of that budget to the development of marketing
campaigns with “influencers” in the sector and activity on social media.
Looking forward to the end of 2019, they are expecting to close the year out with sales of close to 10,000
euros while attaining respectable market positioning.
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SCORE

5

ALIAS ROBOTICS

495

Alias Robotics: the startup that offers cybersecurity for robots
Founded: 2018
Sector: Robotics
Founders: David Mayoral and Víctor Mayoral
Investment obtained: €750,000
Principal Investors: Founders,
Team and Barón Capital
www.aliasrobotics.com
Location: Vitoria Gasteiz,
Basque Country

Alias Robotics is a Vitoria-based startup in the field
of robotic cybersecurity that allows us to analyse the
behaviour of industrial robots, identifying their function failures, external IT attacks or modifications of the
black box that controls the operation of these robotic
devices. The firm is also engaged in the strategic plan
aimed at the development and final improvement of the
product and the launch of the activity on international
markets with the support of the marketing and sales
department with qualified personnel in both areas.
Alias Robotics currently has a staff of 15 professionals with tech profiles and expects to increase that to
25 by the end of the year. On the other hand, the business forecasts for the Álava-based company for 2019
see a tenfold increase on 2018 figures, exceeding the
forecasts in the firm’s strategic plan. In parallel, the
startup is offering and consolidating its security consulting services for companies that use robots in their
automatic processes and for robotic manufacturers.

Among them are leaders in the collaborative robot
sector, Acutronic Robotics. The initiative raised over
half a million euros dedicated to building the equipment and developing the initial technological prototypes and attending the latest international fairs and

conventions in the sector to position themselves as a
leader. Alias Robotics’ main objective is to strike a balance and raise some 5 million euros from a new round
of Series A financing while investing fundamentally in
marketing, sales and business development.
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SCORE

6

HEURA. FOODS FOR TOMORROW

491

Heura by Foods4Tomorrow: the food company with 100% sustainable options
Founded: 2017
Sector: Food
Founders: Marc Coloma and Bernat Añaños
Investment obtained: Not provided
Principal Investors: Not provided
www.foodsfortomorrow.com
Location: Barcelona

Foods4Tomorrow was founded with a quest in
mind: “We are the generation that will finally stop
using animals as sources of meat.” In fulfilling that
quest it seeks to foster healthy food habits based on
a 100% sustainable diet That is, to care for our food
wile caring for the planet. Heura was created in 2017
by the founders of Foods4Tomorrow with the aim of
offering the experience of animal protein without all
the problems that go with it and with all the benefits
of vegetables. The project focuses on the search for
alternatives that enable us to feed a growing world
population that demands more and more protein,
with an increasingly unstable climate. All of that
while taking into account the animals, the planet,
food justice and peoples’ health, but without giving
up on texture and flavour. Coloma decided to create
the project after a number of years dedicated to social
and environmental activity and animal rights. That’s
when he decided to offer the market more nutritional
and efficient vegetable alternatives instead of animal
products, without giving up on the flavour of meat.
The manufacturing process implemented by the

company is based on “simplicity”, say the founders.
Heura uses only water, soy concentrate, olive oil, salt,
spices and vitamin B12. They also offer versatility in
the range of products on offer, from sandwiches to
hamburgers and innovative dishes they have begun
to design. +
The business model is based on “business to business” (B2B) sales and foodservice channels. The
company has set itself a series of targets form here
to year-end, one of which is sales of 2.5 million euros, entering the local markets in Chile, Singapore,
Hong Kong, the Netherlands, England and Portugal

and the launch of hamburger and meatball recipes.
As for next year, Heura is forecasting nine million euros, in sales and also plans to enter the markets in
the United States, France, Italy, Switzerland, Belgium,
Peru, Canada and Luxembourg. Another objective is
to launch six new products. Recognitions received
by the startup include the Most Innovative Start-up
Award from the Basque Culinary Center (Culinary
Action) and Alimentaria 2018; selection as one of
the “100 Best Ideas of 2019” by Actualidad Económica; chosen as “Best Vegan Product”, by Naturitas, and
many more.
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SCORE

7

474

ALLREAD

AllRead MLT: the startup turning text into Big Data
Founded: 2019
Sector: Big data
Founders: Miguel Silva-Constela, Adriaan Landman, Dimosthensis Karatzas, Marçal Rossinyol, Luis Gómez
Investment obtained: €50,000
Principal Investors: Mobile World
Capital Foundation
www.allread.ai
Location: Barcelona

AllRead Machine is a startup that has developed
cutting-edge algorithm-based technology with a
neural network-learning model created by the Computer Vision Centre (CVC) at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. Using the algorithm, text is detected in any position, in the images received and
subsequently converts it into “Big Data” or IT data.
AllRead’s mission, and the company’s purpose, say
the founders, is to “be able to read what can’t be read
and digitalize it in an industrial and operational environment”.
This project was created between Miguel SIlva-Constenla, CEO of AllRead MLT; Adriaan Landman, COO; Dimosthenis Karatzas, Associate Director
of the CVC; Marçal Rossinyol, the project delegate at
the CVC; and Lluis Gómez, project manager at the
CVC. Through an investment of 50,000 euros, the
startup has costed the pilots and the validation of
the Tech in Corporates. With regard to the marke-

ting of the system created by AllRead, it will be done
using two different models. In both, the solution can
be executed directly through mobile devices, PCs or
terminals.
The first is the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model through which the images returned to the customer are be received in Big Data format. The second
is also the Black Box model, which is the software
development package where the extraction algorithm and reading is incorporated into the client’s
proprietary platform.

With all that, looking to 2020, AllRead MLT has proposed the closure of a portfolio with new “reading
scenarios” focussed on Supply Chain, the company’s
flagship service. What’s more, the company is currently in the process of a funding round for 150,000
euros. It expects that the funds and additional financing requested will be allocated to recruiting talent
and the positioning of the product on the market in
such a way that AllRead MLT Technology will offer
new reading scenarios to meet the demands of potential clients.
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SCORE

8

464

TRACER

Tracer: the solution combating ticket touting around big events
Founded: 2016
Sector: Ticketing
Founders: Jorge Díaz and Alberto Martínez
Investment obtained: €3m
Principal Investors: Pillar VC, Techstars,
James Murphy and Stacey Tang
www.tracerhq.com
Location: Madrid

Tracer is a ticketing platform that was created to
bring the unauthorised resale of tickets for major
events to an end by giving ticketholders the rights
to decide if their tickets can be resold and for how
much. While the travel industry has evolved with
digitalisation, the ticketing sector remains a very
traditional market using rudimentary techniques to
capture data and reach potential clients. That’s why
Jorge Díaz and Alberto Martínez launched Tracer in
2016. The company has several lines of business: the
smart ticket (B2B) with which it offers organisers the
possibility of blocking the resale of the events; the
B2C, a global site that offers anyone traveling to another country the possibility of acquiring tickets for
events in their destination city and the B2B2C, where
their API allows distributors to access the inventory
of providers’ tickets.
To build a development team with the best in each
area, the company needed initial investment of 300
thousand euros, part of which it also allocated to pro-

duct development and marketing. What’s more, they
closed a pre-seed round for 1 million euros and a seed
round for 2 million euros. The main short-term objectives of Tracer are to enhance, and provide impetus

to, the Smart model and expand its portfolio of tickets
with new experiences around the world. What’s more,
they expect to exceed 2018’s sales figure of 2.7 million
euros with sales of 6 million euros in 2019.
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ZELEROS

Zeleros: going beyond the boundaries of technology
Founded: 2016
Sector: Transport, Mobility,
Founders: Juan Vicén, David Piston and Daniel Orient
Investment obtained: €5m
Principal Investors: Plug and Play, Angels
Capital, Altran
www.zeleros.com
Location: Valencia

Zeleros is a Spanish company that’s developing
Hyperloop, already considered the fifth form of transport. Its focus on the optimisation of the vehicle
allows for a reduction of infrastructure costs and safer operating pressures for passengers. The company
already has private and public support and is currently preparing the construction of its own 2-kilometre
test track in Valencia to complete the high-speed
demonstration. The main objective is to design and
develop new Hyperloop technologies to build more
sustainable and efficient transport, making it possible in the future to travel at speeds of 1000km/h with
clean energies and combining the best of the aerospace and rail industries using a system of depressurized tubes.
The startup is currently collaborating with leading
companies like Altran and research centres like the
Universitat Politècnica de València (UPM) and is backed by investors from Silicon Valley Plug and Play

Tech Center; Climate-KIC, Europe’s principal climate
action initiative; and Angels, the investment fund of
entrepreneur Juan Roig. It has also joined the Trenlab acceleration programme, the accelerator run by
Renfe and Wayra, after a call that saw submissions

from over 240 registered companies. Zeleros operates
in Spain, but also works for an international standard
for Hyperloop to guarantee the interoperability of the
system all over the world. It has closed two rounds of
investment for more than €1.5m.
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CONSENTIO

Consentio: Whatsapp for the fruit and vegetable trade
Founded: 2019
Sector: Food
Founders: Benoit Vandevivere and Vincent Rosso
Investment obtained: not provided
Principal Investors: Horizon 2020
www. consentio.co
Location: Madrid and Barcelona

Consentio was set up to make transactions of goods
and services simpler and easier to manage on a dayto-day basis. Through advanced technology, the creators of the platform, Benoit Vendervivere and Vincent Rosso designed a private, multifunctional space
where a relationship is conducted between the buyer
and the seller. The design of the platform is based on
a model similar to that of the social messaging app
Whatsapp but with a commercial objective within the
fruit and veg sector.
Consentio uses this messaging platform for consulting the shipping status of products, sharing food
prices, verifying proposals and obtaining a complete profile of each product, while closing agreements.
The platform has a set of 1,000 product references and
also has more than 5,000 professionals in four different countries, among them Spain, Italy, France and
Holland. This way, Consentio reaches different fruit
and vegetable markets, overcoming certain barriers

for export such as the language barrier by operating
in seven languages. In Consentio, the producers incorporate a description of the products with photos
while the clients, for their part, can find what they’re
looking for more quickly and easily. It’s about a “more
efficient and error-free” business model, according to
the founders.

Subsequently, the creators launched a second
round of funding focussing on commercial development. Looking to next year, the company has set
the target of around 100 clients for the paid version
of the app and an annual turnover in excess of 100
million euros. Along the same lines, the Consentio
founders estimate that this year will close with sales
of approximately 45,000 euros.

The first funding round allowed the founders to put
together the “A team” to build and validate the platform with a number of clients in Spain, France and
the Netherlands.
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Kiwi Last Mile: the solution to half-empty vans
Founded: 2017
Sector: Logistics
Founders: David Costa, Alex Tortras and Christian Costa
Investment obtained: €800,000
Principal Investors: Business Angels and private investors
in the logistics sector
kiwilastmile.com
Location: Barcelona

Kiwi Last Mile is a logistics supplier in Barcelona
that has designed a new distribution system it calls
the “cellular model” which allows for last-mile deliveries to be made in time slots in a profitable and
sustainable manner. The founders, David Costa, Alex
Tortras and Christian Costa, got the project off the
ground in 2017 when they discovered that 40% of pollution in Barcelona is caused by last-mile distribution, which has grown exponentially in recent years.
With the aim of putting an end to half empty vans
and at the same time reducing their environmental
impact, they decided to optimise last-mile distribution by offering a home delivery service to large
e-commerce and distribution companies with their
own distribution fleet. This way, the startup reduces
environmental impact by offering a home delivery
service through its own delivery fleet.
This innovative model consists of using a van as
mobile storage and various electric motorcycles for

delivery. The van reaches the delivery point and the
rider delivers the product by hand meaning that there is no need for the van to look for a parking space
and they can continue on their route without losing
time, guaranteeing a 98% success in deliveries and
reducing last-mile emissions by 50%. What’s more, if
there’s a packet small enough to be carried by motorcycle, the van simply acts as a mobile storage unit.

The founders needed an initial investment of 100
thousand euros, which they raised from the so-called three Fs: family, friends and fools. Thanks to that,
they were able to raise the first round of financing
for 700,000. As Kiwi only operates in Catalonia and
mainly in the city of Barcelona, in the short term they
intent to expand to Madrid in the coming months and
add more supermarkets to their portfolio nationwide.
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FINTECA

Finteca: the free mobile mortgage management app
Founded: 2017
Sector: Fintech
Founders: Tor Jensen, Silvia Escamez, Marc Torres and
Carlos Blanco
Investment obtained: €265,000
Principal Investors: Mercedes Blanco, Xavi Pont and
Carlos Blanco
www.finteca.es, www.prohipotecas.com
Location: Barcelona

Finteca is a Barcelona-based fintech firm that
offers users 100% digitalised mortgage services. All
you need is a mobile device and, through the app, the
user can search, compare and request a mortgage
from as many banks as they wish, from the security
and privacy of their mobile phone and all for free. The
purpose of this online mortgage assistant, which was
created in 2017 by Tor Jensen, Silvia Escamez, Marc
Torres, Carlos Blanco, is to obtain the best mortgage
possible for the customer, informing, personalising,
negotiating and obtaining preferential conditions
free. Finteca has agreements with 14 banks, from
which it collects a commission of between 0.5% and
1% of the principal of every mortgage.
To reach this point and close these agreements,
the founders needed an initial investment when
launching the fintech startup, of 265 thousand
euros, which was mainly allocated to developing
the technology, marketing and working capital.

The app is in line with the banking sector’s digital
multichannel strategy, complementing traditional
channels like the branch network. At present, we
are witnessing the disappearance of the concept
of the bank branch office; the methodology whereby the customer would visit their trusted office
and find out about their mortgage. New technolo-

gies are changing this process, especially among
young people and this is one of the main objectives of Finteca; to offer a flexible and friendly service. The company closed the year with sales of 350
thousand euros, with a mortgage market share of
3%, having implemented a B2B model for the short
and medium term.
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COBEE

Cobee: the startup that manages employee benefits and retributions
Founded: 2018
Sector: Fintech
Founders: Borja Aranguren and Daniel Olea
Investment obtained: €430,000
Principal Investors: Encomenda Smart Capital, BStartup,
Lanai Partners, Abac Nest and Iñigo Juántegui
www.cobee.io
Location: Madrid

Cobee is a Madrid-based startup that has developed
a tool to provide companies with flexible remuneration, enabling them to motivate and retain employees
without having to make a large investment and without increasing the management costs of the company. Borja Aranguren (CEO) and Daniel Olea (CTO),
have created a platform that manages, on an automated basis and in a simple and effective way, a flexible
remuneration plan for the employees of a company
that allows them to pay for certain products or services through their gross salary, saving on Income Tax
(IRPF). The system developed by the startup allows
for all the benefits that can be offered to employees
to be unified in a single tool: meals, childcare, transport, health insurance, training, pensions plans and
others.
The company contracts the service, registers employees and sets the benefits to be offer through the web
platform, with no intermediary providers increasing

the management costs. In order to be able to develop a
minimum viable product and test the model, the company obtained initial direct financing from Business
Angels. Once the first results were obtained from the
four pilots, 375 thousand euros was raised in a round

of VC funding, a sum that was allocated to building a
more solid product, hiring marketing and sales staff
and the technology and the product. They are currently based on the Google Campus for Startups thanks to
the SeedRocket acceleration programme.
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WITRAC

WiTrac: the smart solution for monitoring and managing
products and processes in real time
Founded: 2013
Sector: Industry4.0
Founders: Javier Ferrer and José Pons
Investment obtained: not provided
Principal Investors: not provided
www.witrac.es
Location: Valencia

Witrac helps companies be more efficient and competitive through innovative technological solutions
that connect and provide visibility, traceability and
total control of the supply chain. Javier Ferrer and
Pep Pons, industrial engineering graduates from the
Universitat Politècnica de València with more than 10
years’ experience in the sector, are among the founders of the company, in which they have developed
real time stock location and monitoring solutions for
factories and preventive and predictive maintenance
of machines to reduce costs due to shutdowns. The
startup has participated in acceleration programmes
both domestically and in Europe such as Lanzadera,
ReLab and Climate KIC.
Using Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology, WiTrac ensures stock monitoring, optimisation of production and operation
systems, preventive and predictive maintenance of
machinery and increased safety for workers along

with other benefits. The main sources of finance are
own capital, acceleration programmes, prizes and
R&D assistance, which has been allocated to human
capital in order to build a multidisciplinary, highly
qualified and motivated team. The company operates
in 15 countries and expects to open offices in other
cities in Spain as well as in countries where it already

has an indirect presence like the United Kingdom,
Germany, the United States and Latin America. As
well as international commercial expanison, recruitment of talent remains a main priority and they hope
to close the year with a staff of more than 100. They
also hope to surpass the 5 million mark in sales by
the end of this year.
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HOTELINKING

Hotelinking: the marketing and loyalty platform for the hotel sector
Founded: 2016
Sector: Traveltech
Founders: Daniel Alzina and Xisco Lladó
Investment obtained: €1.2m
Principal Investors: Jordi Ver, Paco Gimena, Reus Capital
Partners, Carlos Moncho andJaume Alzina
https://hotelinking.com
Location: Palma de Mallorca,
Balearic Islands

Hotelinking is an automatic direct marketing and
loyalty platform for clients in the hotel sector. It helps
hotel brands get to know their guests better and interact with them, improve their reputation, increase
direct reservations and foster customer loyalty. The
startup was born in Mallorca in 2014 by entrepreneurs
Daniel Alzina and Xisco Lladó who decided to found
Hotelinking after a long professional career focussed
on the hotel sector. In just six months, this tool was
installed at 200 establishments in the Balearic and
Canary Islands and the Peninsula.
Hotelinking offers a tool integrated with the establishment’s WiFi supplier so that guests can only access
the wireless connection through their Facebook profile,
an option chosen by 70% of guests, or by completing a
questionnaire. Their data are then passed to the CRM
and at the same time they are incentivized to share their
experience in the hotel with their friends, thus creating
organic and viral advertising. So far, the company has

won a number of awards such as the Balearic Islands
best company award 2017 at the Premios Emprendedor
XXI or third finalist in the Tourism and Tech category at
the national Premios Emprendedor XXI 2019.
In terms of financing, the company has invested
around 1.2 million euros to date, allocated primarily

to creating a talented team, a solid and innovative
product and capturing and retaining clients. At present, Hotelinkgin operates domestically in Spain and
is looking to expand into America, Europe and South
East Asia in the near future. By March 2020, they intend to close a round of Series A financing and reach
more than 10 thousand hotels by 2022.
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APPENTRA

Appentra: the platform developing software
with the Parallelware analysis engine
Founded: 2012
Sector: Aplicaciones de Software
Founders: Manuel Arenaz Silva y Rosa Vázquez Rogel
Investment obtained: Not provided
Principal Investors: Not provided
www.appentra.com
Location: A Coruña, Galicia

Appentra is a startup created in 2012 and specialized in high-precision semantic analysis in real
time with source code of the software applications.
The platform has technology for multiple uses, from
error detection in code (which can currently have a
major financial impact) to accelerating existing software applications so that modern hardware can be
run up to 100 times faster. In 2017, the cost of errors
in software systems was 1.5 trillion euros (1.7 trillion
dollars).
This figure grew with the passing of time and for
this reason Appentra’s creators decided to develop a
system that combats the problem. Manuel Arenaz Silva, one of the creators, has experience in the technology ecosystem having worked as a software developer and in computation. Arenaz’s objective was to put
in place a platform capable of bringing the products
and services to market to benefit from the advantages of the Parallelware technology. That’s why, with

the help of Rosa Vázquez Rogel, CFO at Appentra,
they launched the design of this campaign. Appentra has a team experienced in the parallelization of
methods and numeric techniques, finite differences,
finite volume and the N body methods, and the dynamic of computational fluids. Looking forward to 2020,
Appentra expects sales of around 150,000 euros.
The platform has picked up a number of national
and international awards and recognitions. Just recently, Appentra was selected for the South Summit

2019 event in the category “Cutting Edge Technologies”, for new technologies in our era. In terms of the
company’s presence in the accelerator system, the
founders would highlight their experience in Telefónica’s Galicia Open Future accelerator.
“Through the experience we had access to a mentor
focussed on the international ecosystem,” they noted.
That experience helped the platform be selected for
the financing it received subsequently.
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PANGEA AEROSPACE

Pangea Aerospace: the Catalan startup that sends rockets into space
Founded: 2017
Sector: Aeroespace
Founders: Adrià Argemí, Federico Rossi, Xavier Llairó, Rasmus Bergström, Nicola Palumbo and Luis Bellafont
Investment obtained: €20,000 (founders) and €50,000
(European fund)
Principal Investors: Business Angels
and SME Instrument phase 1
www.pangeaaerospace.com
Location: Barcelona

Pangea Aerospace is a startup aimed at an industry that is little exploited in Spain: aerospace. It is
developing MESO microrockets capable of taking
small loads (satellites) of up to 150 kg into the low
Earth orbit (LEO) which encompasses the area between 200km and 2,000km from the earth’s surface.
The company was created by a group of international engineers including Adrià Argemí (CEO), Federico Rossi (Director of Propulsion Engineering), Xavier
Llairó (COO), Rasmus Bergström (Head of Recovery
and Return to Base), Nicola Palumbo (Head of Mechanical Engineering) and Luis Bellafont, Financial
Director. Today, Pangea Aerospace is dedicated to aerospace research and is developing the two disruptive technologies that are the basis of the competitive
advantage of the MESO rocket and will make it the
most efficient and cheapest micro rocket operating
on the market. In the long term, Pangea Aerospace

will continue to build a small MESO rocket launcher
with launch capacity for 150kg, specialized in micro
satellites for the low earth orbit (LEO) and the solar
sun-synchronous orbit (SSO). Between the contributions of the partners and the initial investment from
some business angels who believed in the project,
the company raised almost 200,000 euros in the first
few months. In parallel, Pangea Aerospace also recei-

ved European financing through the SME Instrument
phase 1 (€50,000) and received the “Startup Capital”
subsidy awarded by ACCIÓ (€75,000). Overall, between
public and private investment in the first few months
was €300,000. Pangea is about to close a round of seed
investment for a sum in excess of €830,000. This money completes the €200,000 private investment of the
initial round.
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CHEKIN

CheKin: the app for managing tourist accommodation rentals
Founded: 2017
Sector: Traveltech
Founders: Antonio Bustamante, Carlos Lagares and
Eric Sánchez
Investment obtained: €350,000
Principal Investors: Encomenda VC
www.chekin.io
Location: Seville, Andalusia

Chekin is a Seville-based startup that digitalizes
the identification and registration process for guests
at tourist accommodation and hotels. By capturing
travellers’ data it meets all the legal requirements the
accommodation vendor is obliged to meet. The initiative was launched to the market in 2017 by Antonio
Bustamante, CEO and entrepreneur, Carlos Lagares,
the CTO of the startup, and Eric Sánchez, CTO, who
led the project through the Programa Minerva run
jointly by Regional Government of Andalusia and
Vodafone. The app quickly, comfortably and securely reads guests’ identification documents and at the
same time allows for the preparation of rental contracts. It has already been presented officially to the
Seville Tourist Board and today has more than one
thousand properties registered with an average of
five monthly check-ins each.
Chekin started with an investment of 50 thousand
euros of own funds, which was allocated primarily to

the development of the technological product. After
participating in the acceleration programme of the
Minerva Programme, financing was obtained from
other sources, reaching an investment of 350 thousand euros. The startup, which sells its technology to
hotels and tourist properties, as hotel chains or sof-

tware companies, intend to expand to 20 countries in
the future. What ’s more, the company that today has
a presence in Italy, Spain and Portugal has set itself
a target of a million registered guests monthly and
hopes to reach sales of 40 thousand per month by December 2019.
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FREIGHTOL

Freightol: the transport 4.0 tool that allows companies to trade,
purchase, reserve and buy transport fleets
Founded: 2019
Sector: Logistics, Transport and ICT
Founders: Raúl Pérez, Andrea Corda and Alberto Hospital
Investment obtained: In the process of closing a pre-seed
round for €200,000
Principal Investors: Bstartup and
Genei Shipping Solutions
www.Freightol.com
Location: Barcelona
Freightol is a 4.0 transport tool that allows companies to list their air, maritime, land or courier shipments, obtaining a booking in seconds with all the
options available and purchase the offer that best
suits their needs based on price or delivery time.
Raúl Pérez (CEO), Andrea Corda (CTO), and Alberto Hospital (COO), are the founders of the company,
which is targeting a market, that of logistics, that has
become one of the key pillars of the entire company.
Freightol saves waiting time in the processing of the
implementation of a transport price, allowing companies to obtain their results in seconds; democratising
transport prices, making it possible to access and
much broader offering, as it integrates a large number of forwarders into the tool and gives logistics departments control of logistics and transport for their
supply chain.
The services that the company offers are, today, free:
through a private environment, clients can manage

their lists, bookings and processes at no cost. In the period 2019-2020, Freightol aims to position itself as the
leading tool for forwarders and companies in transport
and logistics. The objective in the first phase is to establish and consolidate market share at national level

to late expand internationally with different offices in
America and Asia. In terms of numbers, they hope to
end 2020 with more than 7,000 movements between
maritime, air, land and courier, with the aim of maintaining monthly forecasts and meeting the targets set.
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Optimus Price: the startup that grows revenue using AI
Founded: 2017
Sector: Data analytics with Artificial Intelligence
Founders: Carlos Fenollosa, Ramon Goñi and Noel Ortiz
Investment obtained: €500,000 (private) €350,000 (public)
Principal Investors: Albert Armengol, David Boronat, Jordi
Priu and Vicente Arias
www.optimusprice.ai
Location: Barcelona

Optimus Price is a SaaS that uses Artificial Intelligence to find the optimal price for each product
and help shops establish prices in e-Commerce. It is
an application that connects ERP with the companies, analyses their internal data and other external
and market data and allows them to make accurate sales forecasts and calculate the elasticity and
demand of the products. This way companies can
double their profits and reduce their operating costs
by some 10%. The technology the startup uses is called “reinforcement learning”, which allows for processes to be optimized for small shops that have a
low volume of sales. This way, the system observes,
decides, acts and learns from the previous decision
and, thus, always establishes the optimal prices for
products. It grows as a solution for the masses as
it can be installed in 30 second and works straight
away. Carlos Fenollosa, Ramón Goñi and Noel Ortiz
are the founders that brought the company to Tele-

fónica’s Wayra acceleration programme in 2017 and,
thus they managed to launch the project with an
initial investment of 50 thousand euros from business angels and Enisa funding of 60 thousand euros.
Once they obtained good results via pilots, they rai-

sed 100 thousand euros in a second round and they
are currently closing the latest one to continue to
grow. They believe in their growth despite a short
time on the market and they are expecting to close
the year with 30 thousand euros in sales.
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DRIBO

Dribo: the app that reinvents the conventional driving school
Founded: 2017
Sector: Edtech
Founders: Enric Romero, Alberto Pastor, Oscar Gallo and
Manuel Caldas
Investment obtained: €715,000
Principal Investors: APTKI
https://dribo.es
Location: Barcelona

Dribo is an initiative that completely transforms
the experience of obtaining a drivers’ license into a
gamified educational method and the simplification
of processes, all from a mobile application. With the
aim of making private mobility more accessible, the
company has digitalised the model for the conventional driving school sector with the aim of offering the
user a more gratifying, flexible and better value experience. Moreover, the automated teaching provides
value and reliability thanks to the potential application of professional skills and, at the same time, increases income. There are four Spanish entrepreneurs behind this startup: Enric Romero, Alberto Pastor,
Oscar Gallo and Manuel Caldas, who placed a bet on a
100% digitalized driving school.
Dribo has more than 50,000 users in Spain that
can access theory test preparation even if the
application is not operational in their city. With
a training process that incorporates a gamified

element, approximately 90% of users manage to
pass first time round and 99% at the second attempt, which means that the DGT process renewal
payment is reduced considerably. In terms of the
practical element, this is coverd via agreements
with self-employed driving instructors and driving
schools. Thanks to raising over 700 thousand euros,

the founders have been able to develop the product
and invest in marketing, which has allowed them to
continue to grow nationally and they even won the
2018 editions of Seedrocket Barcelona. They aim to
expand their frontiers in the principal provinces of
Spain and make the leap into other countries in the
European Union
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Biometric Vox: development of biometric voice tools
Founded: 2018
Sector: eHealth
Founders: Joaquín Cros
Investment obtained: €1m
Principal Investors: InnoCapital, Murcia Emprende SCR
and Serban Biometrics
https://biometricvox.com/
Location: Murcia

Biometric Vox is a tech company that researches
and develops voice products. The startup offers
in-house algorithm-based artificial intelligence technology, identity authentication products (CheckVox,
vocal biometrics) and advanced remote electronic
signing (FirVox). The company founded by Joaquín
Cros continues to seek technology and employment
leaders with a strategic vision of the business model
based on clear market trends. Thanks to an investment led by InnioCapital, the InnoCells corporate
venture vehicle, the digital business hub of Banco Sabadell, Biometric Vox has been able to think medium
and long-term.
The company currently has outstanding services
that revolutionize the signing of contracts and the
identification of physical and digital access. FirVox,
the first biometric signature platform that can be used
throughout Europe with legally valid Advanced Electronic Signatures with extraordinary legal robustness.

And CheckVox, a biometric voice engine that can accurately identify the user, ensuring security in the case
of any attempted identity theft or fraud. At present, the
Biometric team are focused on research, development
and implementation of other advanced technology

products which will be a symbiosis of different technologies such as Blockchain, IoT and biometrics. The
company plans to turn it into an internationally recognised tool with advanced voice technology products
while continuing to open new lines of research.
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PREDICTIVA

Predictiva: the startup that supervises and audits call centre operations
Founded: 2016
Sector: Technology, Artificial Intelligence
Founders: Pablo Enciso
Investment obtained: €2.6m
Principal Investors: Swanlaab Venture Factory, Banco Sabadell and Comisión Europea
https://www.predictiva.io/
Location: Marbella, Málaga

Predictiva is a research company based on artificial intelligence, focussed on the development of
CLARA, a superbot specialized in analysis and interpretation of spontaneous discourse with AI-based
technology. Its mission is to reduce subjectivity in
analysis and interpretation of human communication.
The most common use was for the automation
of quality control and compliance processes in call
centres. This is the main contribution of the technology of the startup founded by Pablo Enciso: the
capacity to identify context in the Call Centre calls.
So companies can understand how to improve products or services or anticipate the departure of a
client, for example.
Predictiva recently closed a financing round for
2.6 million euros, a cash injection with which it
intends to the R&D team and, above all, scale up a

commercial operation to take the leap next year,
after consolidating the position in the local market
and capitalising the commercial operation in Latin

America. In 2018 the company doubled 2017’s sales
(431,000 euros) and its forecast is to double that figure again in 2019.
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TEKNAN

Teknan: graphene-based industrial solutions
Founded: 2019
Sector: Nanomaterials, Energy
Founders: Carlos Uraga, Humberto Kravetz
Investment obtained: €770,000+
Principal Investors: In negotiation
www.teknan.com
Location: Bilbao, Basque Country

Teknan is a young nanomaterials company that
offers Graphene-based solutions for Industry. It has
developed a chemical process for converting plastic
waste into fuel with results of over 95% conversion,
using Graphene as a reactive agent and a source of
carbon.
Carlos Uraga and Humberto Kravetz are the drivers
behind this Bilbao-based initiative which required
an initial investment of own funds of 70 thousand
euros, which was allocated to R&D&I.
They are currently closing their first investment
round for a sum of 700 thousand euros, which they
hope to close in October 2019. Teknan’s performance
stands out above the competition thanks to its low
costs and the chemical reaction designed to allow
them to recycle the plastic currently wasted and
which causes pollution, adding value with optimal
performance and a product margin that beats the

rest. As an objective for the coming year, Teknan expects to have its first pilot plant in operation and to
close 2020, its first year of sales, with billing of close
to one million euros.
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GAMESTRY

Gamestry: the learning platform for e-sports
Founded: 2018
Sector: E-learning and E-sports
Founders: Alejo Torrens and Guillermo Torrens
Investment obtained: €300,000
Principal Investors: Didac Lee, Carlos Pierre, Pablo Zubicaray andHeiko Rauch
www.gamestry.com
Location: Barcelona

Gamestry has positioned itself as a company offering online courses delivered by players from the eSports sector. Through the teaching acquired on the
platform, the user will acquire knowledge to reach
ever an even higher level. Gamestry was founded
thanks to the collaboration of the Torrens brothers,
Alejo and Guillermo who after several years working
with a law firm and completing a degree in business
administration, decided to launch their own digital,
technology and sports company for teaching users
eSports skills.
“We allow our players the opportunity to improve
through online courses delivered by their idols and
that can also be applied to traditional sport,” say
Gamestry’s creators. The brothers put up an investment of 30,000 euros to validate the idea. After three
months, they closed a funding round for 300,000 euros, which they used for business development. The

company currently has a package of themed courses
based around medieval warfare, conflicts in science fiction, conquest of a kingdom and mythological
histories. The business model of the digital platform
is subscription-based. Once the user accesses the
company website, they select how they would like to
subscribe.

The platform offers different options and there are
different rates adapted to the subscribers. In terms
of Gamestry’s objectives for the future, they plan to
add three new games to the existing collection and
to position themselves as leaders in Spain and Latin
America. They also hope to reach the figure of 137,000
in sales by the end of 2019
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BOTSLOVERS

Botslover: the virtual assistant that frees people from dull, day-to-day tasks
Founded: 2017
Sector: Artificial intelligence, Chatbots
Founders: Andrés Pulgarín, Simón García and David Pérez
Investment obtained: Open round of €250,000
Principal Investors: 15k Angels,
Menorca Millennials
www.botslovers.com
Location: Madrid

Botslovers is a company that frees humans from
boring, day-to-day tasks using virtual assistants (voicebots and chatbots) based on artificial intelligence.
Thus, the startup helps companies reduce automated
process costs and sell more, improving the customer
experience. Andrés Pulgarín, Simón García and David
Pérez are the founders of the company that already
works with El Corte Inglés, Carrefour, AlCampo, Samsung, Louis Vuitton and Porsche.
Botslovers differentiates itself from the competition with more than 2 million conversation structured and analysed by sector along with an expert AI
bot team with three years’ experience. There is also
its Conversational Commerce platform called COCO
which has bots for specific sectors such as retail, real
estate and shopping centres.
The model of the company is based on offering
personalized bots along with setup and mainte-

nance. The platform offers pre-trained bots that are
charged by the number of conversations per mon-

th. With regard to markets, Botslovers has clients in
Spain, Portugal and Colombia.
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RITHMI

Rithmi: the wristband that detects stroke in real time
Founded: 2015
Sector: eHealth
Founders: Óscar Lozano Poquet, José Vicente Lozano
Poquet andBlast Off Partners
Investment obtained: €286,000 with provision for
€360,000 + €125,000 (Enisa)
Principal Investors: Vicente Montesinos, Joaquín Oscá, Dr.
Josep Brugada, Neotec, H2020 (Phase 1)
www.rithmi.com
Location: Valencia

Rithmi is a smart wristband that detects atrial fibrillation, one of the most important arrhythmias for the
prevention of stroke. It is the first market device that
monitors patients 24 hours a day. The device was envisaged and developed in Valencia by a group of IT, biomedicine and cardiology professionals. Óscar Lozano
(CEO), Dr. José Vicente Lozano and Blast Off Partners
came up with the algorithm that’s capable of detecting
one of the main causes of stroke, cardiac arrhythmia,
more commonly known as atrial fibrillation.
The smartband is linked to an app with premium
features and an algorithm that can be integrated with
other devices using its AFib API cloud platform. In
fact, Rithmi already has agreements in place with
Garmin, with which it is carrying out tests with its
smartbands, and with Selmark, a textile company that
is researching the possibility of incorporating this technology into female lingerie. In order to launch the

project to market, the founders provided an initial
investment of 20 thousand euros and, little by little,
financing was obtained from other sources, to reach a
total of 306 thousand euros as of today. What’s more,
they participated in acceleration programmes, like

Ship2B in IQS Tech Factory and InHealth Emprende,
Unltd and Lilly. On the other hand, Rithmi is planning
the definitive launch of its smartband by the start of
2020, with which it hopes to reach sales of 1.9 million
euros both at national and international level.
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FLANKS

Flanks: high-value solutions based on financial data
Founded: 2018
Sector: Fintech
Founders: Joaquim De la Cruz and Sergi Lao
Investment obtained: €200,000
Principal Investors: Seedrocket4Founders, Lanai Partners, Toubkal Partners, David Baratech, Dani Gimenez,
Albert Armengol and Diego Kuperman
www.flanks.io   
Location: Barcelona

Flanks has been set up with the emergence of a
new paradigm in Europe with the implementation of
PSD2, the new European Union payments directive.
Flanks is the first Spanish company specialized in giving solutions based on financial and targeted data.
At present, they can be found in the WealthTech, InsurTech and ERP industry. The company has developed a data processing engine that, combined with
Artificial Intelligence, offers scoring, reporting and
monitoring solutions among others. The founders,
Joaquim De la Cruz and Sergi Lao, understood that
all companies created under the PSD2 are trying to
develop a connector in the form of an API between
the banks and other applications. The inconvenience
of this is that it requires a two-pronged development;
first on the part of the client in the form of integration and another added layer, to create value on this
API. Flanks not only adds value to the financial data

of clients but also uses the most disruptive technologies in the market to provide own-brand solutions
with added value beyond the financial data. To initiate the project the company needed a seed investment of €200,000 and ENISA funding of €150,000. The
resources have been allocated towards obtaining an
activity license from the Central Bank of Spain and
the recruitment of four new employees to the team
(mostly engineers) to be able to develop a piece of sof-

tware like Flanks. With the value that Flanks adds to
different companies, the intention is to reach 50,000
euros of MRR in the final quarter of 2019 and the first
quarter of 2020. During the year 2020, they would like
to expand through Europe and bring their solution to
other countries in the region. The business model is
an SaaS model that can be monetized depending on
the different services or functionalities required by
different companies.
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MONDO

Mondo: the travel insurance policy that best adapts to the user
Founded: 2017
Sector: Insurtech
Founders: David Pérez and Ricard Domenech
Investment obtained: €1m
Principal Investors: Howzat Partners, Banco Sabadell, and
Bankinter Foundation
www.heymondo.es
Location: Barcelona

Mondo is an insurance broker specialised in travel
insurance. The platform scours the market in real
time to offer the user travel insurance that’s tailored to their needs quickly, easily and intuitively. It’s
a completely free mobile app that allows customers
to chat 24/7 with Spanish medics if they need assistance when traveling. They can also call insurance
companies free to arrange a medical visit to the most
suitable hospital, as well as other options for managing all types of incidents. David Pérez and Ricard
Domenech, two executives from the Zurich insurance group, are the entrepreneuring minds behind the
project, which they launched in February 2018. The
company has obtained a total investment, as of today,
of 1 million euros, which it allocated to the development of the final product with the recommendation
platform, the APP and the front.
The main investors are Howzat Partners, Banco
Sabadell, Bankinter and CM Investment Portfolio.

One of the most important challenges for Mondo
in 2019 was the international expansion of the project, which was achieved in July when they began
to operate in Italy. What’s more, they have plans to
launch a solution for English-speaking travellers in

September, further enhancing their international
offering. Looking towards 2020, Mondo’s objectives
are to gain traction as one of the top three travel insurance brokers in Spain and to continue to scale in
the international arena.
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AREX RE

AREX Re: the software that resolves liquidity problems in the property market
Founded: 2017
Sector: Proptech
Founders: Pablo Garnica and Miguel Linera
Investment obtained: €100,000
Principal Investors: Business Angels
https://www.arexre.com
Location: Madrid

Arex is a software solution that resolves problems
of liquidity and lack of accessibility in the property
market. It’s a platform that allows both companies
and investors to efficiently list and execute transactions with their assets.
Within this structure, Blockchain and Artificial Intelligence technologies are used to certify, analyse
and store, on a shared and immutable database, digital documents and identification that will later serve
to create the basis of an international property market just as liquid and efficient as capital markets.
Miguel Linera (CEO) and Pablo Garnica (COO) have
combined technology, knowledge and honour to offer
differential added value to a sector that was obsolete in terms of technology. Arex was launched on the
market with an initial investment of 100 thousand
euros to develop the platform. Although only a young
company on the market, it was a winner in the Disrup-

tive Idea category at CBRE Proptech Challenge 2018
and it has been selected as one of the top 50 proptech
startups in Europe by Proptech House and one of the
best startups of 2019 by Real Estate Innovation. It was

also a recent finalist in the Startup Olé programme
2019. The Arex team is currently developing the platform, which they plan to launch for testing this year
and to the market in January 2020.
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DECLARANDO

Declarando: the platform that helps the self-employed pay their taxes
Founded: 2015
Sector: Fintech
Founders: Marta Zaragozá, Juanjo Traver and
Vicente Solsona
Investment obtained: €525,000
Principal Investors: Sabadell VC, Fundación Bankinter,
Encomenda Venture Capital
https://declarando.es
Location: Castellón, Valencia

Declarando is a platform that helps the self-employed in Spain avoid certain errors when it comes to
making their tax returns. Self-employed workers pay
around 4,000 euros per year more than they should
as they deduct fewer costs than they should in their
quarterly VAT returns. With Declarando a self-employed worker can manage their own accounts, issue invoices, submit tax returns and optimize their annual
declaration. Even more importantly, they don’t have
to contract an external tax advisor as the startup already has its own, an automated virtual system with
tailored advice.
The company, founded by Marta Zaragoza (Lawyer and CEO) Juanjo Traver (Economist and Head of
Sales and Finance) and Vicente Solsona (Engineer
and Head of Product and Marketing) in 2015 had a
freemium subscription model. With the free version,
users can submit tax models every quarter in just

five minutes with no need to visit the Tax Authorities website. With the paid version, with rates ranging from €39 to €139 per month, Declarando takes
over the self-employed workers accounting, optimizes their income and offers tax advice. The company,

which was launched on the market without any external investment, participated in the Google Residence for StartUps at Campus Madrid and was one of
10 fintech firms selected to present at South Summit
Madrid 2018.
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TYPS

Typs: the app that gives workers an advance on their wages
Founded: 2019
Sector: Fintech
Founders: Jaime Jiménez, Ernesto Bernadó, Marc Rubiño,
Gabriel Rusiñol and Juanjo Domínguez
Investment obtained: €500,000
Principal Investors: Nuclio VB
www.typs.com
Location: Barcelona

Typs is an innovative corporate social benefit startup that allows companies to offer wages on demand
through an app. Typs offers a company’s workers
the freedom to be paid their salary when they need
it and offers the companies the software required to
manage such a system without impacting on their
processes or cash flow. Typs looks after everything.
Typs clients can offer a unique benefit that gives their
teams the financial peace of mind they deserve, increasing productivity, retention and recruitment. No
change in the standard payment method is required,
with the advance executed and integrated with the
standard payroll software and process. The startup
was created this year thanks to five partners: Jaime
Jiménez (CEO), Ernesto Bernadó (CPO/CMO), Marc
Rubiño (CTO), Gabriel Rusiñol (COO) and Juanjo Domínguez (CRO), along with the support of Nuclio.
They didn’t need external investment for the launch
of Typs as between them they covered the first round.
However, in the final months they captured certain

investment to grow the team (with a view to gaining
velocity in the development of the product and sales)
and at the same time beginning to work in international expansion. Typs charges the company a monthly
fee (SaaS) as in addition to the improvements it provides in productivity, retention and employee acqui-

sition, the software saves on administrative costs or
managing advances by digitalising the entire process
and improving the company’s cash flow, as Typs advances the money to workers. It also charges a small
fee for each of the advances processed through the
app.
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WOONIVERS

Woonivers: the app that facilitates tax-free
shopping for tourists from outside the EU
Founded: 2018
Sector: Fintech-Traveltech
Founders: Antonio Cantalapiedra and Abel Navajas
Investment obtained: €1.5m+
Principal Investors: FFF, Encomenda
Smart Capital, Business Angels
https://woonivers.com
Location: Madrid
Woonivers is a project that makes the process of
obtaining local tax refunds when travelling easy and
quick. To do that, the startup developed a technological platform that’s available free for shoppers and
which can be used in selected establishments in
Spain. On the one hand, the app helps the non-EU visitor to claim a VAT refund on purchases in Spain and
also supports the business owner in these processes.
Abel Navajas and Antonio Cantalapiedra are the entrepreneurs behind this initiative, which also has the
approval of the Spanish Tax Authority.
The startup arose from a firm focus on the customer: the tourist is mobile and wants immediate
and simple solutions. At the beginning, in addition
to technological development, the founders went after the foremost experts in consumer needs, design
and usability (UX) as an employee. They’re now part
of a multidisciplinary team of over 15 experts focussed on innovation and the customer. At present, the

startup operates effectively in Madrid, Malaga and
Barcelona even though implementation is accessible for merchants in any part of the country. By

the end of 2019, however, the company has plans to
begin operating outside of Spain, starting in Lisbon,
Paris and Milan.
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BITPHY

BitPhy: smart software for retail management
Founded: 2017
Sector: Artificial Intelligence for Retail
Founders: Juan José Oller, Sergi Ortiz, Alberto Cámara and
Erik Berdonces
Investment obtained: €326,000
Principal Investors: Antoni Guardia,
Jordi Mas, Jorge Colás, J.Deulofeu
bitphy.com
Location: Barcelona,

BitPhy is an IA software solution that makes it easy
to compile and view all the data generated by retail
chains in real time. It offers high value data like projections or prescription. With it, marketing and sales
departments can obtain an objective overall picture
of how sales of their products are performing and so
they can make the right decisions in future promotions. It makes it easier for them to stay connected
to physical stores and provide the data necessary to
empower the manager of each point of sale. The company, created by Joan Oller (CEO), Sergi Ortiz (CDO),
Alberto Cámara (CRO), Erik Berdonces (CTO), José M.
García (COO), and Jordi Mas (Product Owner), works
with Machine Learning technologies, on which the
project is based on automation of data harvesting,
cleaning and display.
Users pay €49 per month for each point of sale
connected to BitPhy with discounts for volume. It is
not necessary to pay licenses or consultants that integrate the technology. In return, the company asks

for a commitment to a six-month term to ensure the
profitability of connection to the platform. In the two
years the project has been live, the founder have raised 326,000 euros in capital. That sum is being invested primarily in developing product and sales, as well
as contracting some key profiles so that the project

continues to grow. Looking to 2020 BitPhy will focus
on providing a solution to a problem that detected in
the sector: traceability of sales of products or promotions in real time, and facilitating communication between the management teams at different physical
points of sale
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RACETICK

Racetick: the “booking” for sporting events
Founded: 2018
Sector: E-commerce, Marketplace
Founders: Luis Genero
Investment obtained: €610,000
Principal Investors: BStartup, Ona Capital, Reus Venture
Partners, Armengol, Marcos Alvés and
Nico Bour, among others
www.racetick.com
Location: Barcelona

The Racetick platform take its name from the
English words race and ticket: Race tick(et). The idea
came to founder Luis Genero after his market research revealed a distinct lack of a tech tool to improve the experience of athletes and organisers of
sporting events. Racetick is based on a “Marketplace”
business model where a commission is charged for
each registration at a sporting event. With the slogan
“Racetick: the booking.com for sporting events”, the
startup’s creator can improve the athlete’s experience
when registering for a sporting event.
What’s more, Racetick brings together the entire
offering of the sports market to facilitate quick registration and suggest events in accordance with users’
preferences, compare opinions of other users and
register all the data an athlete generates (participations, times, etc.). With regard to the investment, the
founder allocated 63,000 euros to the launch of the
company, starting with signing the firm’s first clients.

On one hand they focussed on events through the
B2B model while also seeking users through a B2C
model at the same time. The main investors in the
project include Bstartup Banc Sabadell, Ona Capital,
Reus Venture Partners, Albert Armengol, Marcos Alvés and Nico Bour.

The target is to end the year with around 500,000
race bibs sold in Spain and begin international expansion in the south of Europe by mid-2020, which
would result in three million race bibs in the startup
portfolio. In addition to that, Racetick expects to end
the year with sales in excess of 100,000 euros.
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ForMarketer: a platform to help marketing teams
Founded: 2018
Sector: Marketing Software
Founders: Julio Colomer, David Fuster, Joaquín Vila and
Borja Belloch
Investment obtained: €505,000
Principal Investors: Demium Startups, David Fuster,
Andrés Echecopar, Red Afintia,
José Ramón Iracheta, Tartec Fund
www.formarketer.com
Location: Valencia
ForMarketer is a company offering a software platform that helps marketing teams and marketing
agencies to manage the processes to create and use
contents efficiently. These process are content marketing (create content) and content experience (manage the content repository) in the United States.
ForMarketer helps marketing professionals create
content in a more efficient way and facilitate that
these content are used not only by company clients
but also by the marketing department and others
such as sales, loyalty, support or human resources.
The client can test the platform for free for 7 days
and if they are convinced by the services they pay a
monthly subscriptions that can be extended by adding users and projects.
To develop the company, the founders of ForMarketer, Julio Colomer, David Fuster, Joaquín Vila and Borja Belloch have received 505,000 euros in investment
and 75,000 euros in a participative loan from the state

company ENISA. The first tranche of the investment
was allocated to extending the team, with two senior
software engineers and a US market manager to develop the commercial vision of the product and establish the bases of the marketing and sales systems. The

second tranche of the investment will be allocated to
commercial growth, with the main focus on the United
States. The sales objective of the company for 2019 is
36,000 euros. In the year 2020 they hope to bill 530,000
and by the end of 2021 they expect to bill 1,573,000.
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AERVIO

Aervio: the search engine for travel companies
driven by expert-led technology
Founded: 2016
Sector: Fintech, Insurtech
Founders: Santiago Montero, António Bettencourt and
Analía Polanco
Investment obtained: not provided
Principal Investors: not provided
www.aervio.com
Location: Avenida Diagonal, Barcelona
y Paseo de la Castellana, Madrid
Aervio is a startup designed for companies with a
large volume of travel and that seek to simplify complex travel programmes. The startup has managed to
position itself within the range of 90% more efficient
than other platforms in the sector. It saves time in
the search for destinations and arrangements and
also finds the most valuable resources with an optimized and intuitive reservation process.
Aervio works with the main airlines and railway
companies and low-cost carriers all over the world.
It also organizes transport in every city in the world
and can manage car hire where the company has
such a requirement.
In terms of invoicing arrangements it offers a flexible model with monthly or per-service invoicing of
the subsidiary, cost centre or department, whatever
the user requires. In this regard, there is a developer
for every travel agent. Seventy percent of the work

is performed automatically, but that will rise to 90%
in the future with greater automation of processes.
In terms of the human team, Aervio has freed travel
managers from all the commands and searches they
previously had to complete manually on GDS.

In terms of the application of Artificial Intelligence,
the system the company has developed takes over
the reading of customer requests and starts planning
an itinerary based on the client’s history, thus modelling the optimization of results. More than machine
learning, it’s client learning.
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Frankie The King: the startup that creates healthy diets for dogs
Founded: 2018
Sector: Petfood
Founders: Javier Estévez Cabrera, Joaquín Rodríguez
Calvo and Jonathan Fernández Monzón
Investment obtained: €90,000
Principal Investors: Rubén Ferreiro, Jeroen Merchiers,
Guille Llibre, Eloi Gómez, Andrés Casal,
Barkibu and Kiwoko
www.frankietheking.com
Location: Vigo, Pontevedra
Frankie The King is a startup providing cooked food
for dogs. Using quality, fresh and healthy ingredients
they create plans adapted to your dog’s needs and
deliver the cooked food to your home on a schedule.
Javier Estévez, CEO of this Vigo-based startup created in 2018, cofounded the company with Jonathan
Fernández (CTO) and Joaquín Rodríguez (CFO). They
were looking for an alternative to ultra-processed
food for their pets. Until now, the only option for their
owners was to cook it themselves. That’s why Frankie
set out to find a solution to this problem and optimize
the time people dedicate to this type of food, offering
a home-delivered “ready to eat” product to satisfy all
your pet’s needs. The startup sells the food on a subscription basis, with the user paying a weekly rate. In
order to launch the product, the founders invested
in their MVP and initial development without external investment. Once they launched the product,
they received financing of 90 thousand euros which
they allocated to staff and marketing. Then, in late

2018, they participated in the SeedRocket Campus in
Madrid as an invited startup but the project was so
well-received that it made it to the final, ending up
in second place. They expect to close the year with

1,000 customers and 70,000 euros in sales, while they
improve the product to respond to improvements in
retention ratio, capture cost, average ticket and other
measures.
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FLOMICS

Flomics: the startup that diagnoses the early phase of complex illnesses
Founded: 2018
Sector: Biotechnology
Founders: Joao Curado, Roderic Guigo, Esther Lizano and
Luis Korrodi
Investment obtained: €100,000
Principal Investors: Family, Friends
and Fools
www.flomics.com
Location: Barcelona

Flomics Biotech is a Catalan company that has
developed a diagnostic method based on analysis of
nucleic acids present in the blood. Through a liquid
biopsy, they detect the early phase of complex illnesses such as colorectal cancer, where an early diagnosis doubles the possibilities of survival. Early diagnosis obtained in a non-invasive manner is a common
challenge in the world of biotechnology. That’s why
Flomics is committed to the use of RNA molecules,
more dynamic and informative than any other existing biomarker on the market. Behind the company
are João Curado, Roderic Guigó, Esther Lizano and
Luis Korrodi, expert entrepreneurs in computational
and molecular biology. Barely a year ago, in 2018, they
launched this method which applies machine-learning algorithms.
The company commercialises its diagnostic service through blood samples directly with hospitals and
private clinics.

They receive samples directly from their own laboratories and return the results through an online cloud
platform for the convenience of the medic and the
patient. Flomics has been financed directly with own
funds to the tune of 100 thousand euros and thanks to
a number of public and private subsidies from strategic partners that have helped generate the first data set
that shows the potential of the company’s technology.
It has also participated in the IMAGINE IF! by Innova-

tion Forum, and currently in CRAASH! Barcelona, supported by EIT Health, Biocat de Barcelona and CIMIT
Boston. As objectives for the next two years, Flomics
are seek pilot clients and strategic partners with the
aim of obtaining more samples and data, thus boosting
the credibility and positioning of the company on the
Spanish market. Despite the fact that it is a young company in the development phase, in its first tear they already forecast sales of around 50 thousand euros.
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CLARITY AI

Clarity: the technology that optimizes the impact of the investor portfolio
Founded: 2017
Sector: Fintech
Founder: Rebeca Minguela
Investment obtained: $10m
Principal Investors: In negotiation
www.clarity.ai
Location: Spain, EEUU

The startup Clarity is dedicated to the development
of software solutions under the SaaS model with aim
of helping investors optimize the social impact of
their investment portfolios. Clarity aims to contribute to more socially efficient capital allocations by
providing decision makers with reliable and complete tools to understand social and environmental optimization. This way they can take full advantage of
scientific research and the latest technologies.
The company was created with the aim of bringing
clarity and transparency around social impact and
sustainability to markets. Its business model involves offering SaaS licenses to investors including asset management firms and global pension funds. The
startup’s target for 2020 is to scale the team and sales
and continue to grow the product and the proprietary
tech platform. Clarity is looking to bring a paradigm
shift to the markets, from a perspective of sustainability as a discreet characteristic of decisions to a

measurable variable that can be taken into account
alongside risk and performance. It managed to raise ten million dollars in financing which has been
allocated to recruiting technical personnel and equipment. Clarity currently employs 65 people as part of
their team. Part of the investment has aslo been used
for data acquisition. The company has participated in
the Harvard iLab, Telefónica Crowdworking and the
Impact Growth project.

According to founder Rebeca Minguela, these startup ecosystem activities “helped us continue to build
the team, our network of contacts and the support
and advice of other entrepreneurs and members of
the ecosystem”. The startup received the Horizon
2020 award in September 2018, when it was selected
for the European Union’s largest research and innovation assistance programme.
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MEDICSEN

Medicsen: the non-invasive device that makes life easier for diabetes patients
Founded: 2017
Sector: Medical devices
Founders: Eduardo W. Jørgensen, César de Mercado,
Patricia Cremades and José Carlos Montesinos
Investment obtained: €800,000
Principal Investors: Aggeris Ventures,
TURN8, Australian Government, EU
www.medicsen.com
Location: Madrid

Medicsen is a startup that works in an artificial,
non-invasive pancreas for those suffering from diabetes. It is capable of predicting future glucose values
for the patient an hour ahead of time with a margin of
error of less than 10 glucose units, while at the same
time providing practical lifestyle advice to control illness. Eduardo W. Jørgensen, César de Mercado, Patricia Cremades and José Carlos Montesinos are the
drivers behind this initiative, all of them involved in
the world of medicine and technology.
Medicsen is comprised of two pieces of technology
that can function independently: the software, which
predicts future glucose levels and provides lifestyle
advice to the patient through a chat-type app, and the
hardware and physical environment that administers
the pharmaceuticals through the skin with no injections. In 2023, these two pieces will be integrated to
automate the treatment of patients with chronic illness, making it a non-invasive artificial pancreas. At

this time, Medicsen offers annual software licenses
for patient risk management to private insurers. In
terms of the investment needed to launch the device,
the founders achieved around 800 thousand euros of

financing. The sum raised is allocated, practically in
full, to research and development of the tools. Only
10% has been invested in dissemination and international relations strategies.
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3D CLICK

3DClick: the tech platform that creates and personalizes 3D packaging designs
Founded: 2016
Sector: Packaging
Founders: Débora Alasrak, Javier Rial and Luis Cordeiro
Investment obtained: €612,000 in 3 years and two R&D
subventions of €250,000
Principal Investors: StartupBootcamp, Startupxplore, Vigo
Activo, WA4STEAM and Xesgalicia
www.3dclick.click
Location: Barcelona

3D Click is an online platform operating in the packaging sector to prototype, personalise and validate
360° packaging designs in a way that’s easy, quick
and flexible. The platform can produce one hundred
percent of consumer and circulation demands from
anywhere in the world in real time. 3D click has developed a series of processes within the platform services that include the digitalization and validation of
packaging so that brands, packaging suppliers and
designers can work around 360° virtual designs in a
way that is easy and flexible from anywhere in the
world. The startup was created to facilitate visual
collaboration between the value chain, 3D web configurators, online packaging personalization tools, 3D
catalogues that can be tailored for third parties and
automatic photo generation tools and gifts for e-commerce. They have also developed a 3D “EcoPackFinder”, a search engine that allows packaging suppliers
to has also been developed where suppliers can offer
a catalogues of more sustainable packaging options

to brands so that they can be personalised and validated before they place an order. According to the
creators of the platform, 3D Click’s differential value
lies in “democratising the power of 3D so that the entire packaging design value chain, including the final
consumer, can work directly around a 360° package
in real time from anywhere in the world without a
knowledge of 3D.” 3DClick has required 612,000 euros
of investment over the last 3 years to acquire its current position as “a platform and products that fit the

needs of packaging suppliers, packaging designers
and major retail brands as well as an interdisciplinary, international and well-balanced team between
technicians and sales and business developers. Added to this investment are the two R&D subventions
of 250,000 euros that have helped the startup “stand
out and position itself technologically as a leader in
personalizing packaging easily and finding and combining the most sustainable solutions” said the creators of 3D Click.
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VASQUIAT

Vasquiat: luxury fashion at low prices for early shoppers
Founded: 2018
Sector: Online sale of luxury fashion
Founders: Rafael Blanc and Blanca Miró
Investment obtained: €92,000 (initial) and €300,000€350,000 (recent round of financing)
Principal Investors: Family and
friends
www.vasquiat.com
Location: Barcelona

Vasquiat is the first luxury fashion marketplace
that offers early reservation new collection items
at reduced prices. At present it has registered members from more than 80 countries and 70% of sales
are from overseas, with the United States its second market after Spain. It is a private club with VIP
shoppers who can access the website by invitation
through the label or another member of the club or
through an application form, they can find directly
on the website. On Vasquiat, shoppers have access to
premium collections before the launch to market at
reduced prices. Behind the Barcelona-based project
are the entrepreneurs Rafa Blanc and Blanca Mirón
Scrimieri who initiated the project in 2018. Blanca
is also a recognized figure in the industry thanks to
her creative design talent, meaning she is trusted by
“trendsetters”. Vasquiat acts as an intermediary between the client and the label under the dropshipping
model, which is why the label is responsible for shipping and returns of products to the client without the

platform sharing or accumulating stock. The startup
charges the label 20% commission on sales, which is
discounted when the sales are transferred once the
pre-order is complete. To launch the platform, the

startup’s founders needed an initial investment of 92
thousand euros from family and friends, the principal
investors to date. They are however currently in the
process of closing a round with Business Angels.
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PSONRÍE

Psonríe: the easily accessible and immediately available online psychologist
Founded: 2015
Sector: Technology and Health
Founders: Jordi Boix Baró, German Cano Ruiz and
Marina Ruiz Aguilera
Investment obtained: €165,000
Principal Investors: Aurorial,
Innova10, Reus Venture Capital and
Gesbrok Capital
www.psonrie.com
Location: Barcelona
Psonríe is a tool that allows users speak with a professional psychologist anonymously and immediately
in an accessible manner. The startup removes all the
barriers to visiting a psychologist, making it easy, convenient and immediate. Jordi Boix, entrepreneur and
IT engineer, is the founder of Psonríe, an app that was
created after his own market study in which he detected that 35% of license psychologists do not exercise
their profession and of those that do don’t work more
than 28 hours per week, across a number of different
centres. There created with the aim of preventing psychological pathologies in patients was designed to be
a comfortable, simple and immediate way of speaking
with a professional psychologist in just three steps:
choosing the psychologist, selecting the type of session
whether it’s by chat or voice, and paying for the session.
It offers 20-minute sessions, extendable as many times
as necessary, by chat (€8.99) or voice (€12.99). All professionals must hold a psychology degree and be self-employed in order to be called for an interview.

The process is a strict one and only 7% of candidates pass. When the session is over, the user competes
and evaluation and the psychologist a report which
allows for assessment of the evolution of users and
monitoring of the principal conditions they combat,
segmented by age, gender and geographic area. The
startups were launched through own funds, with an

initial investment of 23 thousand euros in the team, a
40 thousand euros co-investment by ENISA. They recently closed a round of investment of 142 thousand
euros to accelerate their growth. Psonríe are expecting to launch an English-language version on the
market in 2020 with the aim of extending its presence in England and the United States.
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SAALG

SAALG Geomechanics: the software that reduces
the costs of public works by up to 50%
Founded: 2016
Sector: SaaS, Construction
Founders: Cristian de Santos, Ignasi Aliguer
Investment obtained: €200,000
Principal Investors: Cemex
Ventures, Mobile World Capital
www.saalg.com
Location: Barcelona

SAALG Geomechanics is an engineering startup
specialised in the analysis of geotechnical instrumentation in real time. Founded in 2016 by engineers
Cristian de Santos and Ignasi Aliguer, the Barcelona-based company has developed Daarwin, a software solution based on inverse analysis to calibrate
numeric models and terrain parameters. On the most
basic level, Daarwin’s technology analyses the behaviour of the terrain in civil works and large construction projects in real time, allowing for early diagnosis
of catasropehes or substantial changes caused by terrain movements while at the same time correcting
imbalances that are practically unpredictable at the
start of the works. For this it uses Machine Learning
and Real Time Data Analysis technology.
On the one hand, the company markets the
Daarwin platform as SaaS for the management of
predictive and geotechnical instrumentation models
for building projects and civil engineering through

monthly subscription and computation payment. On
the other hand, in major infrastructure projects they
offer a tailored service for public and private developers and large construction companies, with which
they save time and money while improving the security of construction projects. Since its foundation it
2016, a total of 550 thousand euros has been raised be-

tween private investment, public subsidies and soft
loans with no guarantor. Thanks to that, it has been
possible to incorporate new talent, develop an MVP, a
commercial test version and develop in countries in
LATAM and Europe. For 2019-2020 they hope to finalise the commercial version of the platform and build a
sales team for international expansion.
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POLAROO

Polaroo: the startup that simplifies and centralizes household costs
Founded: Late 2017
Sector: Fintech
Founders: Sergio Sánchez, Marc Rovira and David Rovira
Investment obtained: €500,000+ EU subsidy (CDTI)
€500,000
Principal Investors: Plug & Play ,
Business Angels
www.polaroo.com
Location: Barcelona

Polaroo is an app that simply optimises the daily
management of direct debits, thus combining all household services, from the search for offers to improving the variables each month. It means the user can
make sure that everyone is up to day with payments
in the case of house sharing. In return, the user pays
a fixed sum each month equivalent to their average
costs, plus two euros for the platform service which,
at the end of the year, is readjusted to real cost. Sergio Sánchez, Marc Rovira and David Rovira decided
to launch the initiative in 2017 after a year working in
the garage at their parents’ house.
Now, Polaroo aims to make it easier to pay electricity bills and at the same time offer clients added value.
Based on the user’s needs, on how many people are
living the house and the real consumption habits, the
platform can help choose the most convenient plan,
optimising payments in the most advantageous way
possible, saving time and effort. In the beginning, the

founders started from scratch using “bootstrapping”.
After a year and a half they are currently raising capital to allocated it to the improvement and integration
of the algorithm and software. To date, the total investment obtained is 500 thousand euros and an EU

subsidy (CDTI) of 500 thousand euros more. Polaroo
predicts that it will close the year with sales of over
20 thousand euros and that next year it will begin to
test in other markets.
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Narrativa: the agency that generates automatic content thanks to Artificial Intelligence
Founded: 2015
Sector: Artificial Intelligence
Founders: David Llorente Menéndez
Investment obtained: €1m
Principal Investors: TwoFour54,
Abu Dhabi
www.narrativa.com
Location: Madrid

Narrativa is the first automatic news agency in the
world, created by David Llorente and boasts content
as a service under a monthly subscription busines
model. The startup is one of few global companies
that generate content automatically and the only one
to generate content in Spanish and Arabic.
Narrative offers automated report products that
allow for quick understanding and decision making
thanks to artificial intelligence. Its technology understands the context and importance of natural language in real time. The startup has achieved almost a
million dollars in financing which has been allocated
above all, to R&D.
At present, the company is in a growth phase and its
objectives for 2019/2020 are to multiply its income threefold and establish itself in the USA. Narrative has formed
part of Plug and Play Fintech Abu Dhabi, which has provided the opportunity to contact important clients
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GAS2MOVE

Gas2Move: fostering the use of eco-sustainable fuel
Founded: 2017
Sector: Logistics, energy
Founders: Javier Ballesteros and José Antonio Baena
Investment obtained: €1.8m
Principal Investors: Enagás Emprende, Innoenergy and
Enagás employees
www.gas2move.com
Location: Madrid

Gas2Move is a company born with the aim of fostering the use of eco-sustainable fuels (natural gas) as
an alternative to transport. Through “Green Wheels”,
its 360º technology platform, it efficiently manages
all the resources, optimising the logistics processes
of the sector. Gas2Move promotes eco sustainable
mobility with vehicles that run on alternative energy
(natural gas, hydrogen, biogas and electricity). Javier
Ballesteros and José Antonio Baena are the founders
of this 360° technology platform for final mile transport that professionalizes the service, offers smart
urban distribution and promotes commitment to the
environment.
Until now, Gas2Move had raised €1.8m to tackle the
structure necessary to achieve the growth target and
invest in the technology platform that allows them
to efficiently manage final mile deliveries. As of today, the startup works with companies like Correos
Express, DHL, Seur, Ontruck and Paack, and mana-

ges of fleet of sustainable vehicles with a high percentage of own drivers. Gas2move was born through
the Enagás Emprende intrapreneurship programme

and the company, in addition to providing capital,
has helped meet the objectives set in the business
plan thanks to its contracts and services.
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PARC

PARC: the app for parking in private parking spaces
Founded: 2017
Sector: Mobility
Founders: Marc Coderch and Alex Bosch
Investment obtained: €400,000
Principal Investors: Christian Solli Nyborg and Arroba
Capital
www.parc.app
Location: Barcelona

PARC is a tool that allows for parking spaces to be
shared between private citizens. Owners can sell
their parking spaces when they’re empty and drivers
can save time and money every time they park. Marc
Coderch and Alex Bosch founded the startup in 2017
with the aim of being the only company to sell private parking spaces in residential buildings, unlike
other apps on the market dedicated to B2B models
with public carparks or on-street parking. The startup digitally controls the entrance to the community
carpark so that access doesn’t depend on traditional
remote controls. This way, the transaction only works with the user’s device. All PARC communities enjoy PARC Plus, a package of incentives designed to
maximize growth of the offering in the short term.
They are comprised of automatic carpark services,
security cameras, cleaning, revenue sharing and
energy consultancy services. PARC charges based on
the number of hours the carparks are rented for and
does so through the platform. The company launched

to the market with an initial investment of 90 thousand euros from the three Fs with the aim of testing
the technology. The investment raised was primarily
allocated to sales efforts and attracting talent. PARC

aims to continue to capture parking spaces until it
reaches 1,000 validating its model and increasing its
commercial expertise in selling private parking spaces.
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VIZLEGAL

Vizlegal: more accessible legal information
Founded: 2017
Sector: LegalTech
Founders: Gavin Sheridan and José Alberto Suárez López
Investment obtained: €250.000
Principal Investors: Angels Investors
www.vizlegal.com
Location: Seville, Andalusia

Vizlegal is aimed at lawyers and legal professionals, making their day-to-day tasks quicker and
more simple and efficient. In general, what the startup does is make legal information more accessible
and make it easier and quicker to find, follow and
analyse cases, sentences regulations and all forms
of legal information. The system is designed to take
into account not only large corpuses of texts but also
metadata, both internal and external, and the different layers of information we add for a more precise
and general vision. The interface is designed with
the final user in mind and allows access to all the
information from any device. The company is established as SaaS with two branches, one B2C and the
other B2B. There are flat-rate individual subscription
accounts from €99/month or €990/year as well as
packages for teams and analysis of data or personalized reports for larger companies. The company was
launched using the founders’ own resources (Gavin
Sheridan and José Alberto Suárez López) and they

later won the biggest startup competition in Ireland,
which gamed them a small investment and helped
them complete the first version of the platform. With
that, they were able to obtain a larger investment
from two investors in the United Kingdom and Ire-

land. Over the coming months they plan to create a
sales team that will allow them to penetrate the Irish market further while also entering the UK market
with the aim making the leap to the United States as
soon as possible.
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HOLALUCAS

Holalucas: the rent to buy model for your home
Founded: 2019
Sector: Fintech, Proptech
Founders: Steven and Bobby Aitkenhead, Jorge Cáceres,
Alejandro Rodríguez
Investment obtained: Pre-seed €300,000
Principal Investors: Business Angels
www.holalucas.com
Location: Madrid

Lucas is a Madrid-based startup that has created
a new model for renting an apartment with an option to buy as a way of buying your home. The aim
is to empower people in cities to be able to allocate
part of their rent as an investment to buy the home
they want. This innovative gradual purchase model
aimed at young people is designed to generate a winwin scenario for the tenant, real estate investors, the
banks and other stakeholders in the real estate and financial sector (property agencies, promoter, Fintech,
etc.). With Lucas, clients only invest 5% of the value of
the property and the startup covers the rest.
As the monthly rent is paid, a portion is allocated
as “capital credits” which are accumulated month to
month in order to purchase the property within 3 to
5 years. The client decides whether to exercise the
purchase option and in the event of not doing so, the
5% of the initial deposit invested is refunded. Behind
the company are Steven Aitkenhead, Jorge Cáceres,

Bobby Aitkenhead and Alejandro Rodriguez, who
invested 70 thousand euros to launch the company,
which they allocated to salaries, marketing, technology and legal costs in the first six months. The

startup expects to manage over one thousand homes by 2020, billing 3 million euros, and to expand
in four major cities: Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia and
London.
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FOOTTERS

Footters: the platform for broadcasting lower league football
Founded: 2016
Sector: Media, Sports
Founders: Julio Fariñas Baro, José Miguel Sánchez,
Javier Duro, Leo Vázquez and Paco Hidalgo.
Investment obtained: €2m
Principal Investors: René de Jong,
Dogma Abogados, Fernando
García Abásolo, Luis Cortés
www.footters.com
Location: Seville, Andalusia
Footers is a streaming service dedicated to broadcasting football from the Segunda B and Tercera División, with great potential for supporters and breaking
with the traditional televised broadcast model. The
Sevilla-based company defines itself as the Netflix of
local and lower leaguer football. The platform’s aim is
the recovery of grass-roots football the semi-professional leagues of Segunda Ba and Tercera División,
which have been forgotten for so long and ignored by
the big screens. Footters brings the supporter closer
to the games played by the teams of their town, with
a simple click from anywhere. Julio Fariñas, a former player with a number of clubs in both Segunda B
and Tercera, had a dream: to give grass-roots football
greater coverage and attention in the media. After a
number of forays, he found his partner, José Miguel
Sánchez, with whom he shared the same concern
for affording visibility to football in the more humble
categories. Later, Javier Duro, Leo Vázquez and Paco
Hidalgo joined the initiative.

With accessible pricing, subscriptions from 7 euros per month or 3 euros for the purchase of a single
game, fans can follow their favourite team. With that,
they contribute to improving their income Footers
boasts among its shareholders footballers like Álvaro
Negredo and Adrián San Miguel, and has obtained a
total investment of 2 million euros, which has been
allocated to building the technology. It currently has

more than 2,000 subscribers and 25,000 registered
users and is closing a round of investment for 3 million euros to automate the audiovisual production
and improve the technology of the current platform
and for SmartTV. They are also focussed on integration into markets like the United States and already
have agreement in Spain and Latam with the RFEF,
the Mexican Federation and Superliga Argentina
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MYHIXEL

Myhixel: the app that helps improve male sexual health
Founded: 2017
Sector: Health Tech
Founders: Patricia López
Investment obtained: €234,000
Principal Investors: Family, Friends
and Fookls
www.myhixel.es
Location: Seville, Andalusia

MyHixel is a Seville-based startup that has developed MyHixel TR, a scientifically proven method to
improve the quality of sexual relations through ejaculation control. MyHixel technology is based on a
method that combines a unique stimulation device
with a specific exercise programme followed through an app. This pioneering methodology is the result
of more than 4 years of research at the Miguel Hernández University Hospital and the ISM sexology clinic. The technique has been tested by over 500 male
volunteers using the gamified exercise method and
personalized through the MyHixel I stimulation device, achieving the same results as the drug Dapoxetina, but naturally and without side effects. Patricia
López Trabajo is the founder and CEO of the startup,
which, despite having a sole founder, has collaborated from the start with a wide range of medical institutions, hospitals and health sector experts. It has
also recruited leading experts in different areas of
the company such as marketing and finance. To date,

the first round of investment saw 234 thousand euros
raised. It also obtained a participative loan from ENISA of 100 thousand euros and an advance sales campaign on Kickstarter raised 76 thousand dollars. The
fundraising was allocated to product development,
clinical trial and the manufacture of the first run of

the product once validated and tested. The company
is currently closing its second round of funding. The
company is considering completing the year with
sales through Amazon while also expanding internationally, primarily central Europe and later in the
US market.
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NEKI

Neki: the GPS tracker solution
Founded: 2016
Sector: Social services, family, teleservices
Founders: Rafael Ferrer, Raúl Novoa and Nacho Vilalta
Investment obtained: €150,000
Principal Investors: Ship2B, Alejandro Caval, Second
Webbip
ww.neki.es
Location: Zaragoza

Neki is a startup that began as a child-focussed solution based on the development of a Bluetooth bracelet for children connected by mobile phone with
their parents, who would receive a notification when
if child wandered further then they were supposed
to. It later pivoted to an app focussed on the elderly.
The platform is currently focussed on adding value to
senior citizen care sector. The company was founded
in 2014 although it was not until 2016 that it decided
to focus on senior citizens because, explain the Neki
founders, they are a vulnerable group.
Through the tools provided by the startup, “families
know at all times where their older family members
are and can communicate with them if necessary.” In
the event that the older person becomes disorientated or does not know how to return home, or if they
encounter any problem whatsoever, their families
can turn to the app immediately. The platform’s founders, Rafael Ferrer, Raúl Novoa and Nacho Vilalta, all

from Zaragoza, have indicate that with this project
“we foster the autonomy and security of older people
while also giving families peace of mind.” The creators participated in the Top Seeds Lab accelerator in
2015 and that same year were selected by Lanzadera.
In 2015 when they formed part of the Top Seeds
Labs in Madrid, they received 20,000 euros in funding. Back then, the company was still working on
the product later launched as a Bluetooth bracelet.
This funding was used to develop that product. In addition, they also applied for 50,000 euros from ENISA
which they ended up returning in two months.

Once the company pivoted to the current business
model, they held a new round of funding which saw
the participation of Ship2B and other business angels. This round raised 130,000 euros which was allocated to the marketing are and growing the company’s
staff in order to provide support to the number of
clients and launch the startup in Italy, Sweden and
Portugal. Neki is currently in the process of funding
round for €800,000 and expects to close 2019 with sales of 500,000 euros.
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GEODB

Geodb: big data that resolves the inefficiencies of the market
Founded: 2018
Sector: Big Data and blockchain
Founders: Luis Gelado, Sacha Gordillo, Manuel de la Esperanza and Francisco Gordillo
Investment obtained: €3m
Principal Investors: Not provided
geodb.com
Location: Madrid

Geodb is a big data company that presents a solution to the inefficiencies of the market through a decentralized purchase-sale ecosystem for data based
on blockchain technology. Thanks to this technology, Geodb reduces the purchase process to an immediate experience while providing confidence on data
quality. The project has a number of business lines;
developing applications that generate data for the
final user who will provide data for the global protocol, a BigData analysis platform that comes from
the RAW data of the protocol to give sophisticated or
refined solutions to users that need them, for which
they must pay fees and/or licenses and commission,
which facilitates the entry of large companies into
the data purchase process. In terms of the technology of the protocol, the company has said that it will
have the testnet in place by Q1 2020 and the operative mainnet in place by Q3 2020. What’s more, in 2020
they want to finalize the development and launch of
apps, beginning with Geocash and Volta, and conti-

nue using more throughout the year. Finally, Geodb
is seeking more strategic agreements with BigData

companies on the purchasing side in Europe, USA
and parts of Asia,
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DIHOLA

DiHola: the API that connects devices with a single gesture
Founded: 2018
Sector: Saas
Founders: Edgar Vicente and Iván Fernández
Investment obtained: €150,000
Principal Investors: Dani Romy (Media Digital Ventures),
Miguel Sanz (Encomenda) and Lanai Partners
www.diholapp.com
Location: Barcelona

DiHola is a young company that offers an API that
allows you to connect two or more devices by means
of a simple gesture through fast and efficient integration. It uses connectivity and process verification software in different verticals and by ultrasound. Edgar
Vicente, Iván Fernández and Juan Sebastián are the
three founders of this Catalan startup. In 2017 they
began their entrepreneurial journey with the development of DiHola before pivoting the company in early 2019. Finally, the startup offers unique technology
that allows for multiplatform connectivity in a simple manner between different terminals applicable to
infinite uses.
The company offers an API that allows you to
connect two or more devices by means of a simple
physical gesture, the “shake”. The business model is
a hybrid, billing SMB through a web platform, with
economically accessible plans and for use of its API.
It also has a sales team dedicated the closing large

transactions with big companies and customizable
plans. For its launch, the company needed initial investment of 40 thousand euros, which was destined
entirely to the development of the product. At the
same time, the startup recently participated in the
Connector acceleration programme, through which

they managed to grow as a company. At present, the
startup is in the final stages of closing its first round
of investor funding for some 120 thousand euros, and
a participative loan from Enisa. With its impressive
growth, the company hopes to close the year with sales of 100 thousand euros.
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Asgard Space: the satellite location startup
Founded: 2017
Sector: Aeroespace
Founders: Roger Martin and Germán Grimaldo
Investment obtained: €43,000 (founding partners) and
€58,000 (ENISA)
Principal Investors: Enisa
www.asgard-space.com
Location: Barcelona

Catalan startup Asgard Space provides data on the
specific location of space assets in orbit. The system
implemented by the creators of Asgard Space can
optimize the different operations with lower energy
consumption by the satellites while also extending
their useful life. The founding partners provided initial investment of 43,000 euros, to which they added
another 58,000 euros in the form of an ENISA loan.
The company is currently in the process of an open
funding round for 500,000 euros. The flagship product through which they have developed the project
is their in-house developed terrestrial interferometer,
which accurately determines the orbits of satellites.
This is the Orbit Determination Interferometer system or ODIN.

ded in the ranking of the top fifty cutting-edge space
technology startups in the Hello Tomorrow competition, an initiative that looks for young innovative projects and startups from all over the world and which
is open to initiatives based on technologies that offer
solutions in sectors from agriculture and food to mobility, energy and information technology.

According to the founders, “it’s only logical that
the working environment be called Asgard, the land
of gods in Nordic mythology, given that Odin is the
main god in this mythology.” The startup was inclu-

It was included as one of top fifty startups with the
most potential in Catalonia for the 2019 investment
forum of the Catalan Agency for Competitiveness
and Enterprise (ACCIÓ).

Asgard Space also received the quality seal for the
first phase of the H2020 SME instrument programmes and has participated in two acceleration programmes. Looking to the future, this tech company
envisages the definitive take-off of its space systems
and start of its activity in the market so that it can
close what would be its first contracts.
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MICAPPITAL

MiCappital: the platform that helps you invest without moving money from the bank
Founded: 2017
Sector: Fintech
Founders: Borja Nieto, Miguel Camiña, Carlos Bernabéu
Investment obtained: €1m
Principal Investors: not provided
https://micappital.com
Location: Madrid

Micappital is a platform that helps users save and
invest without having to transfer money from the
bank. The application seeks the best products from
each customer’s bank and monitors their investments daily to identify new opportunities.
Thus, Micappital helps small and medium-sized
savers have a private digital bank that looks after
their savings no matter how small the sum. Miguel
Camiña, Borja Nieto and Carlos Bernabéu have designed a process that is as simple as possible. With
17 banks available on their platform, Micappital focusses on retail bank customers; the founders believe that that’s where the biggest need is for an
independent advisor. In addition to assisting with
the tailored investment recommendation, the startup monitors the customer’s investments on a daily basis to identity opportunities, cheaper products,
promotions, portfolio adjustments or adjustments to
the level or risk due to market circumstances.

Everything is automated. To date, the company
has raised 1 million euros in three rounds of financing. The funds raised in the first two rounds were
put towards building the product, creating the team

and testing the product, the market and different
campaigns and the funds from the third (€750k) to
creating marketing campaigns and improving the
product, including new functions and design.
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TAXDOWN

TaxDown: the online platform to save on your tax return
Founded: 2019
Sector: Fintech
Founders: Joaquín Fernández; Enrique García and
Álvaro Falcones
Investment obtained: €260,000
Principal Investors: Family, Friends
and Fools
www.taxdown.es
Location: Madrid

TaxDown was set up in 2019 with the aim of creating a technological platform that allows taxpayers
to submit their tax returns from their computers and
mobile devices, maximising savings and making the
process as flexible and as simple as possible. Behind
the startup are Enrique García, Joaquín Fernández
and Álvaro Falcones who recently committed to
creating a platform that applies an intelligent algorithm to analysing each user’s own tax situation. In
just 15 minutes, the user can have their declaration
ready and presented through the platform. What’s
more, TaxDown charges a fee of €25 if a rebate is obtained for the contributor and only if the rebate received is more than the €25 cost of the service. In the
event that the user does not make a saving, or makes
a saving of less than said amount the service is completely free, which is a great advantage for the user
who pays nothing but still benefits from the tax advice offered via the tool.

For the launch of TaxDown, the founding partners
made an initial investment of 60 thousand euros,
which they allocated to recruitment and product development. Furthermore, they managed to raise 200
thousand euros from friends and family in an investment round, with the aim of increasing the spend on

marketing and capture. With the objective of scaling
the product, the company is seeking its consolidation
next year as the leading provider of tax planning for
Spanish taxpayers. Once this is achieved, TaxDown
will focus on international expansion, with the focus
on Europe and Latin America.
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VENVIROTECH

VEnvirotech: the startup that uses bacteria to create biodegradable plastic
Founded: 2017
Sector: Biotechnology
Founders: Noelia Márquez and Patricia Aymà
Investment obtained: €255,000 (private) and €2.1m
Principal Investors: Fundación Repsol entrepreneurs fund,
European Union Sea Life , Programme,
Connect’up and Cleantech
www.venvirotech.com
Location: Barcelona

VEnvirotech is a biotechnology startup producing
rapidly biodegradable bioplastics compatible with the
human body. For the process, which has a duration of
one day, using own cultivation bacteria that exclusively feeds organic waste. Thus, they obtain with the
help of technology and methodology of own bacteria
selection, they can currently manage 75 tons of organic waste daily and produce 50% of this quantity in
bioplastics. Noelia Márquez (CEO) and Patricia Aymà
(CTO) founded the company in 2018. On the plastic
production side, thanks to the VE-0plastic they can
provide society with “a new material with properties
practically identical to polypropylene or polyethylene and at prices similar to current plastics derived
from petroleum,” they assure us. The company has
two clearly differentiated markets and each of them
required a round of private financing. The first, for
255,000 served as funding for the construction of the
first VE-Box and testing on the part of organic waste
managers in a fully industrial environment (the first

VE-box was placed at the facilities if Bon Area Agrupa, an important agri food company). The second
round, for 2.1 million euros, was used for the construction and testing on the production side of the
VE-0plastic (bioplastic produced by bacteria based
on organic waste by VEnvirotech). In addition to the

private investment, the company has also raised 144
thousand euros from the Repsol Entrepreneurs Foundation, 226 thousand euros from the European Union
Sealife programme and won two awards; one for 8
thousand euros (Connect’up) and one for 10 thousand
euros (Cleantech Camp).
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IOMED

Iomed: the startup that applies artificial Intelligence to clinical data
Founded: 2016
Sector: SaaS
Founders: Javier de Oca Catalán, Gabriel de Maeztru
Pontevia and Álvaro Abella Bascarán
Investment obtained: €600,000
Principal Investors: Speedinvest,
Easo Ventures
https://iomed.es
Location: Barcelona

IOMED is a company dedicated to the acceleration
of clinical research, including clinical trials and observational studies. The main focus is the development of a tool that structures the information contained in electronic clinical histories, transforming
the free text in databases that contain the variables
necessary for clinical research. Javier de Oca, Álvaro
Abella and Gabriel de Maeztu are the entrepreneurs
behind this initiative, and, launching their Medical
Language API (MEL) software to the market in 2017. It
is technology capable of understanding in real time,
based on natural language, the information that the
medic enters into the clinical history of each patient
relating to diagnostics, symptoms, signs and procedures. MEL extracts the clinically relevant concepts
and stores them on a database on a structured basis.
As a result, they reduce the time dedicated to recruiting patients by 90% while at the same time allowing
for twice the number of patients to be found, ostensibly improving the results obtained by hospitals using

IOMED tools. They provide pharmacists with licenses
to access the platform for the rapid identification and
recruitment of patients.
IOMED is also then implemented free in hospitals and health centres for an indefinite period. The
initial financing was raised over two rounds; one
round for 100 thousand euros and a second for 500
thousand euros. The main allocations of the funds

were to talent acquisition for the development of
products and the sales area, along with the purchase of IT equipment. By 2020, the startup expects to
develop an interface that allows customers to obtain the necessary information on an authorised
basis with no intermediary. They had aslo planned
to close this year with sales of 300 thousand euros,
a target which has already been exceeded with 400
thousand euros sold already.
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JOURNIFY

Journify: the app for carsharing on the daily commute
Founded: 2017
Sector: Smart mobility
Founders: Ignacio Zaballos, Arturo Grau, José Sempere
and José Luis Mellado
Investment obtained: €125,000
Principal Investors: EIT Climate-Kic,
Impact Connected Car and David
Cantolla
www.journify.es
Location: Valencia
Journify is a marketplace that puts drivers in contact with passengers so that they can careshare on
their daily commute. The mobile application facilitates this by extending connections and enabling
drivers to save up to 2 thousand euros per year while
passengers can travel in a way that’s quick, cheap
and fun while getting to meet new people. The four
founding partners of Journify met at a “hackathon”
organized by Google and TechStars in Valencia.
Ignacio Zaballos (CEO), Jose Sempere (CMO), Arturo Grau (CTO) and José Luis Mellado (CFO). In 2017
they founded the company with a value proposition
against the competition that was based on 3 pillars: innovation, sustainability and personalization.
Journify is developing a B2B and B2C channel which
means it has a dual business model. The B2B model, the startup, charges companies and employees
a monthly fee and employees can use the platform
without paying any form of commission whatsoever. The B2C model is for all those who download

the Google Play or Apple Store app directly, with
which they charge a commission of 15% on the final price of the passenger journey. For the launch
of the company, the founders need only 7,500 euros
as they have three partner developers with closed
participation and collaborations with universities
that allowed them to reduce acquisition costs. The

investment was allocated to reinforcing collaborations and acquiring more data. They also received
support from three accelerators: Lanzadera on the
domestic front and the European accelerators EIT
Climate-KIC and Impact Connected Accelerator. For
2020 they hope to close the first round of investment
for some 200 thousand euros.
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WENALYZE

Wenalyze provides banks and insurers with sales opportunities and risk control
Founded: 2018
Sector: Fintech
Founders: Carlos Albo, Vicent Sebastiá, Roger Ferrandis
and David Delgado
Investment obtained: €500.000
Principal Investors: Not provided
www.wenalyze.com
Location: Madrid

Wenalyze has created a tool focussed on financial
sector and insurer risk management. It’s a platform
with a system that allows for the optimization of sales crossed with the user. The work of the tool allows
banks and insurers to offer personalized services
to their customers. It allows them to ascertain level
of risk of potential clients and cross sales. The Wenalyze system is based on that link. That is, through the big data analytics platform it creates a union
between insurer’s bank data and other open sources.
Wenalyze applies semantic analysis and machine
learning techniques to define indicators that identify the willingness to purchase a financial product or
changes in the needs of these types of products. The
platform bases its model on a team with more than 30
years’ experience in the insurance and financial sectors. What’s more, the results offered with Wenalyze
can be used by financial institutions in both online
and traditional channels. They also have more than

15 years’ experience in the implementation of LOPD
solutions, that is, data protection for SMEs and large corporations. Wenalyze has also implemented an
in-house developed system with the optimization of
performance, scalability and results. With regard to
geographic distribution, the company operates in latitudes from Spain to Latin America, specifically Peru
and Colombia.

2017 and the “Global Business Insight” award in 2018.
The startup also participated in acceleration programmes in Spain and in countries like the United
States, Germany, Switzerland, Luxembourg and Portugal and has benefited from the development of machine learning projects.das al desarrollo de proyectos
de machine learning.

The Wenalyze platform has received recognitions
like Munich Re’s MundiLab for its position as a company with a major global impact on the world insurance sector. It also picked up an Ecofin Jury award in
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SCOUTIM

Scoutim: the new app for signing sporting talent from around the world
Founded: 2018
Sector: Sports, Apps
Founders: Jon Fatelevich, Sara Gargallo, Antonio and
Borja Postigo
Investment obtained: €125,000
Principal Investors: not provided
https://scoutim.com
Location: Valencia

Scoutim is a platform that connects athletes with
sporting organisations. Its mission is to give visibility to any athlete, regardless of where they are in
the world, to help them reach their goals. Behind the
project is CEO Jon Fatelvich, former professional basketball player; Sara Gallardo, COO and journalist; Antonio Huerta, Tech Advisor and Borja Postigo, CMO.
Fatelevich wanted to use his knowledge of the world
of sport to help professional clubs sign new talent online in less time and at a lower price thanks to his
initiative. Scoutim helps in terms of the financial difficulties faced by many clubs who cannot afford to
a global scouting network to search for talent. The
sporting organisations, whether they are teams, academies or universities pay to publish their player recruitment campaign on the platform.
The players get global visibility and a space where they can show their talents through their sporting
CV and access opportunities. The initial investment

was 50 thousand euros, which allocated 50 thousand
euros to the development of the MVP, marketing and
human resources activities. What’s more, the startup
was also selected by the Hype Sports Innovation acceleration programme after winning its Bootcamp
last June 2019. Thanks to that, they are opening up

to the investor ecosystem in Israel, connecting with
companies in the sector for future synergies. As its
principal aim for the coming year, the company has
set itself a target of 2 million users and sales of 1.2
million euros, having closed this year with sales of
165 thousand euros.
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TRUCKSTER

Trucksters: the transport software that reduces delivery times by 50%
Founded: 2018
Sector: Logistics, Saas
Founders: Luis Bardají Izard, Gabor Balogh and Ramón
Castro Neira
Investment obtained: €1m
Principal Investors: Big Sur Ventures, Metavallon VC,
Joint Venture created between Porsche
Axel Springer and Grupo Undanet
www.trucksters.io
Location: Madrid
Trucksters is a transport software company that
optimizes management of the drivers in the long
distance road haulage industry through the coordination of all the stakeholders involved. When adding data from different transport companies, the
Trucksters software allows drivers to drive the same
vehicle in relief, which allows them to return home
on the days when no overnight shift is required and
the trucks continue to move, optimizing their use.
The founders, Luis Bardají Izard, Gabor Balogh and
Ramón Castro, formed part of The Hop, the Collaborative Entrepreneurship Programme of Estrella Galicia. The hire of them were looking to put an end
to the difficult working conditions of hauliers and
to contribute to improving them. Trucksters reduces
long distance road delivery times by 50%, because
the trucks are constantly on the road due to the relief schedule. That’s why the company is working
on an SaaS model, and charges a fee for each truck
or journey coordinated. To launch the startup to the

market, the founders needed an initial investment
of 6 thousand euros of own funds and savings. The
budget was invested primarily in technology to develop the platform. What’s more, thanks to the support of leading companies in both financial and
strategic aspects, they have managed to accelerate
expansion. They recently closed their first round of

investment for a sum of 850 thousand euros led by
Big Sur Ventures and Metavallon VC. The company,
already in operation in Madrid, the Mediterranean
Corridor and the north of Spain, is seeking to consolidate its position at national level in order to then
export the project overseas. It is also already operating in the south of France.
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LUDA PARTNERS

Luda Partners: the neural network of pharmacies generating new sources of income
Founded: 2017
Sector: Marketplace, eHealth
Founders: Daniel de Carvajal Aguilar and Luis Martín Lázaro
Investment obtained: €1,5m
Principal Investors: Yago Arbeloa, Rafael Alfonso and
Federico González Tejeda
ludapartners.com and
Location: Madrid

Luda is a neural network of pharmacies that generates new sources of revenue, reduces supply
shortages and helps purchase much more effectively. Daniel de Carvajal Aguilar and Luis Martín
Lázaro are the founders of a project that provides
true accessibility to medicine at these time of major
supply shortages, enabling the user to find the nearest pharmacy to their location stocking the product
they are looking for. It is precisely this startup, with
which they have raised 1.5 million euros with the
support of investors like Yago Arbeloa, Chairman of
HMG; Rafael Alfonso Nebreda, and other business
angels like Federico González Tejeda, ex CEO of NH
and currently Chairman and CEO of Radisson. The
resources have been allocated to the development of
the technology necessary to put in place the neural
network of pharmacies and acquire new members
from among the pharmacies in the network. At present, the business model is to acquire new member

pharmacies within the network, which are a fundamental pillar of the project. That’s why its objective

for 2020 is, precisely, to reach the figure of 5,000 connected pharmacies.
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ORDATIC

Ordatic: the startup that brings together delivery services on a single platform
Founded: 2019
Sector: Foodtech
Founders: David Vallés and Jormar Arellano
Investment obtained: €50,000
Principal Investors: not provided
https://ordatic.com
Location: Valencia

Ordatic is a startup that brings together delivery
platforms and integrates orders automatically on the
restaurants’ management system (TPV). This way, it
helps them with difficulties they have when it comes
to offering deliveries through external platforms as
they are already obliged to have a screen for every delivery company, leading to delays and cost overruns.
Vallés y Jormar Arellano (CTO) are the drivers behind
this young, Valencia-based initiative. They began the
project in the Demium Startups incubator, where they
developed the optimal methodology to bring Ordatic
to the highest level. Later, they entered Lanzadera during the garage phase.
The name is a portmanteau of order and automatic
and Ordatic’s business model is to charge the restaurant a monthly fee of 30 euros plus 15 cents per order,
regardless of volume. For the launch of Ordatic, the
founders constituted social capital of 10 thousand euros and raised 50 thousand euros in a recent invest-

ment round. The money raised was allocated primarily to the contracting of personnel qualified for the
development of the project. Despite the fact that it’s a
very young company, founded in March 2019, Vallés

and Arellano have set ambitious objectives for themselves, hoping to close the year with agreements with
200 restaurants and monthly sales of 12 thousand euros.
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FLEXIDAO

Flexidao: the software platform for energy retailers
Founded: 2017
Sector: Blockchain
Founders: Joan Collell and Grzegorz Bytniewski
Investment obtained: not provided
Principal Investors: not provided
http://flexidao.com
Location: Barcelona

FlexiDAO is a Barcelona-based clean technology startup backed by the two leading European accelerators in the energy sector: EIT InnoEnergy and
Rockstart. The startup provides a software platform
for energy retailers that take advantage of the power
of blockchain technology to provide the energy data
administration tools necessary to provide new smart
energy services. Their vision is to provide the IT spine that allows for the transformation of the energy
sector in one that is truly carbon free, focussed on the
consumer and democracy.
It successfully launched its first service in a pilot
project with its client Acciona, a world leader in green
energy. What they did was help consumers track
the acquisition of renewable energies through their
application, which registered the origin of the generation of renewable energy securely and automatically. It also tracks the property with a high degree of
transparency, integrity and detail. This made them

the first entrepreneurs in the world to successfully
launch a blockchain-based solution in the energy

sector. They are also official partners of Energy Web
Foundation, a global leader in blockchain and energy.
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YAMI

Yami: the platform that offers lunch for under a fiver
Founded: 2018
Sector: Foodtech (Marketplace)
Founders: Guillermo Morcillo, Ismael Cruces and Cristobal Froufe
Investment obtained: €80,000
Principal Investors: Business Angels
www.yamiapp.es
Location: Málaga

Yami is an online platform that offers a broad selection of dishes to collect in restaurants close to
your office for a price of less than €5, up to 40% cheaper than on the menu in a restaurant. Guillermo Morcillo (CEO), Ismael Cruces (CMO), and Cristobal Foufe
(CTO) are the entrepreneurs behind Yami, which is a
play on the popular Spanish pronunciation of yummy. It offers a solution through an online platform
in marketplace format where each restaurant offers
one or several dishes from its menu at a special price
of less than €5. Users can order their chosen dish for
that day and collect it directly from the restaurant at
the time they choose.
The startup, accelerated by Demium Startups, launched its first version in Málaga in November 2018, with
50 partner restaurants and an offering more than 70
dishes every day. The first three months they processed the orders with practically no investment, public or
private, or own funds. In February 2019, they obtained

private financing of 80 thousand euros, which was used
to develop the business, its technology and marketing
in Barcelona, which became the second city in which
Yami operated. Over subsequent months, Yami exten-

ded its offering of restaurants to a total of 250 and will
also offers its services in Madrid before the end of the
year. It also expects to close the year with sales of 200
thousand euros in sales and 40 thousand dishes.
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BOO BOO

BooBoo: the first network for collective optimization of transport and logistics sector
Founded: August 2017
Sector: Transport and logistics
Founders: Juan Miguel Moreno
Investment obtained: €400,000
Principal Investors: Everis, Fitalent, IESE, Fides and
Sevenzonic
www.Booboo.eu
Location: Valdemoro, Madrid

BooBoo is the first collective optimization network within the transport and logistics sector using
AI technology based on proprietary algorithms.
The agents manage their optimizations individually, generating a sum of efficiencies on the market
which are those that BooBoo solves with a global
vision across all the stakeholders in the market, be
they clients and/or suppliers. Juan Miguel Moreno,
founder and CEO of the company managed to raise
investment of 400,000 euros, which is allocated to
improving the technology and the product, commercial growth backed by Salesforce, Aircall and Cirrus
and structure operations growth and marketing.
What’s more, BooBoo charges for the transport and
logistics service it performs and subsequently pays
the suppliers, taking its margin from the difference. BooBoo assumes responsibility for clients’ cargo
from start to finish and use of the tool is completely
free. With respect to the objectives for 2019/2020, the
company is looking to continue to grow after its first

round of funding, obtaining investment of 1.8 million euros or 2 million euros and positioning itself

once again, within the Spanish market using a truly
differentiating technological product.
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HIREFLIX

Hireflix: the video interviews platform that makes recruitment easier
Founded: 2018
Sector: SaaS, Human Resources
Founders: Nacho González-Barros, John Benavides, Lasse Johnsen y Pau Febrer
Investment obtained: €600.000
Principal Investors: Albert Armengol, Diego Mariño, Albert
Ribera, David Tomás, Daniel Giménez,
Marek Fodor and Oscar Maciá
Hireflix.com
Location: Barcelona
Hireflix has launched a video interview system
to make hiring new employees for any job easy and
simple. The platform accelerates the selection process through a “face to face” the user can experience with the company they are applying for. The idea
comes from Nacho González-Barros, who was the
founder of Infojobs. Along with González-Barros, the
company was developed by John Benavides; Lasse
Johnsen, Services and Products Lead; and Pau Febrer. They enable those recruiting candidates to invite a large number of candidates create interview
recordings of themselves responding to questions.
These candidates can respond using their smartphone or their computer at a time that suits them.
Hireflix’s clients include Jobandtalent, Travelperk,
Marfeel y Netquest. All of these are platforms focussed on the recruitment sector. The startup also has
an international presence. As the founder explains,
“we already have contracts with companies like Johnson Electric in the United States and Mexico. One

of the company’s objectives is the search for the
ideal market fit (market positioning) and the development of a more client-friendly platform,” he added.
Along with that, growth is another area of focus and
the company aims to “launch on the international
market from January 2020” they added. Hireflix is
based on a SaaS business model, which enables platform users to connect to applications created on
the cloud via the internet and use the services. The
Hireflix system is available via monthly or annual

payments. The investment made by the founders for
the development of the startup was 600,000 euros.
Of this sum, the hiring of personnel in the product
development area, sales and client success represents over 70%. Hireflix also has the collaboration of
investors including Albert Armengol, Diego Mariño,
Albert Ribera, David Tomás, Daniel Giménez, Marek
Fodor and Oscar Maciá, from the Business Angels
ambit. In terms of revenue, the target the company
has set itself for 2019 is 44.000 euros.
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DNACTIVE

DNActive: the startup that predicts the most common illnesses and pathologies
Founded: 2015
Sector: eHealth
Founders: Juan Antonio Martinez
Investment obtained: €345,000 in the last capital extension
Principal Investors: Juan Antonio Martínez, Adolfo Robles, Sociosinversores, 15K Angels
www.dnactive.es
Location: Granada, Andalusía

Genética Avanzada DNActive was born in late 2015 by
Juan Antonio Martínez Fiestas, with the mission of democratising genetic information among the population.
This Granada-based startup is capable of determining
a person’s susceptibility to many of the most common
illnesses and pathologies through a personalised genetic study. Since the end of last year, the company began
marketing specific solutions in the clinical sphere, with
their Pharmacogenetic analysis and Genetic Risk Map
across three variables: Global, common illnesses and
paediatrics. This tool analyses the risk of suffering illnesses such as diabetes, coeliac disease and osteoporosis through a personalised genetic study that consists
of creating prevention plans, nutritional plans, adapted
training and tailored supplements, which allows the patient to prevent the emergence of these pathologies to
mitigate the symptoms.
For its launch to market, DNActive has gone through three subsidised capital extensions, participati-

ve loans, ordinary long-term loans and short-term
loans, with a total sum of 1 million euros over the last
3 years and half the life of the society. As its main
objective for the end of the year, the company aims

to consolidate its position and close with sales of 800
thousand euros and, therefore, by 2020 it can embark
on strong sales growth and consolidation of its position in the international markets where it’s present.
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BEEPLANET

BeePlanet: a second life for electric vehicle batteries
Founded: 2018
Sector: Energy
Founders: Jon Asín, Agustín Idareta, Carlos Llonis
Investment obtained: €300,000
Principal Investors: KIC Innoenergy, Truck & Wheel Group
www.beeplanetfactory.com
Location: Noain, Navarra

BeePlanet Factory is a startup with a clear objective: to bring to market energy storage systems based
on a second life batteries from electric vehicles. With
this solution, the company, on the one hand, adds value to the energy market offering storage solutions
that are more economical than current Lithium ones
and also add value to the automotive sector by reusing its waste and giving it a second life. Jon Asín,
Agustín Idareta and Carlos Llonis embarked on this
project together in 2018 and to date they have invested 300,000 euros. The resources have been allocated
primarily to personnel, equipment and material for
the first batteries, say the founders.
Today, BeePlant uses the waste from the electric
mobility sector, Li-Ion traction batteries, and gives it
a second life in another energy storage application.
With this initiative it is hoped to bring a range of storage systems to the market in 2019, from 4kWh for the
domestic environment to 200 kWh for the industrial

environment. Since 2018 the startup has formed part
of the CEIN, the Navarra-based business accelerator

which has provided the necessary training to focus
the first steps of the business successfully.
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Pyro Fire Extinction: the startup that predicts forest fires
Founded: 2016
Sector: Forest fire security
Founders: José Luis Liz Graña
Investment obtained: €540,000
Principal Investors: European R&D programmes (FP7 and
Horizon2020)
www.pyro.es
Location: Valencia

Pyro Fire Extinction is a startup that developed proprietary technologies that improve security against
forest fires. It offers the managers of vulnerable territories solutions that integrate tools to take safer
actions and have greater capacity to anticipate and
respond to fires, making for more secure spaces for
people and the environment. The roots of the projects are in CEO Jose Luiz Liz’s final dissertation of
his degree in industrial engineering at the Universitat Politècnica de València. Haunted by the wave of
forest fires that engulfed his native Galicia in 2006, he
decided to design a fire extinction system that would
improve the resources currently available. Liz and
his team have designed 100% biodegradable capsules
that contain an extinction agent. These capsules are
designed to open and release their contents when
temperatures reach 80 degrees.
Pyro manufactures and markets the products directly to the final consumer, selling extinction equipment,

parts and fungibles. It also provides training on the use
and management of these new tools and markets sensor networks, carrying out the technical planning and
installation and charging an annual maintenance fee
for the equipment. Pyro currently has agreements with
two distributors in Spain and one distributor in Chile.
The company has raised 540 thousand euros from a

number of different competitive European processes.
All of the funds have been allocated to the development,
validation and manufacture of the products it currently
markets. By the end of this year, the company hopes to
consolidate and create an internal and external commercial structure within the short term and to end the
year with sales of 200 thousand euros.
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GOPURE

GoPure: the app that helps you maintain a healthier diet
Founded: 2018
Sector: Food
Founders: Pepe Núñez, Pilar Benítez and Guillermo Sierra
Investment obtained: €158,000 from ENISA
Principal Investors: Family, Friends
and Fools
www.gopureapp.com
Location: Barcelona

GoPure is a startup that, through its app and own algorithm, guarantees healthy eating that’s accessible to
all and individually tailored. It offers weekly personalized meal plans and organises shopping and cooking
with the support of an expert team. Pepe Núñez, Pilar
Benítez and Guillermo Sierra are the drivers of this initiative which, despite being around for less than one
year, already has more than 30 thousand euros and is
based on a freemium model with free functionalities
and other payments. The algorithm was created by a
team with extensive experience in nutrition and creates recipes based on healthy food that grows week to
week. Moreover it also organizes shopping and the kitchen so that only healthy and quality products are available. The app also offers support and responses to the
questions, queries and suggestions of Goers (users). GoPure is currently within the Barcelona Activa incubator
and for its launch, initial investment was 128 thousand
euros, 70 thousand of which was obtained from a round
of funding and 58 thousand from an ENISA loan. The

company is seeking to consolidate the product and the
value proposition by year-end, attracting talent in the
area of Content, Technology, Design and Digital Marketing and establishing internal processes that allow
them to scale. They aslo expect to close more than 10

thousand euros and 50 thousand euros in the application. On the other hand, as objectives for next year, GoPure intends to expand to two new markets and launch
a complementary new model to the current “freemium”
one.
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ETHICHUB

EthicHub: the platform that connects growers and consumers
Founded: 2017
Sector: Agro-fintech
Founders: Jori Armbruster, Gabriela Chang and Raúl
Martínez
Investment obtained: €500,000
Principal Investors: Families, friends
and acquaintances
www.ethichub.com
Location: Madrid

EthicHub is a collaborative financing platform
that puts small farmers and growers with no access to banking services with users and purchasers
from all over the world. EthicHub provides farmers
and growers with a platform so that they can sell
their produce directly. The business model is based
on charging for services: 4% of every loan managed
and returned successfully and 3% of purchases and
sales of the growers’ produce manged through our
Marketplace. EthicHub has closed just one round of
financing for 500,000 euros.
Those funds were allocated to the development
of the technology platform, the creation of the first
communities of growers in Chiapas, Mexico and
travel to organise with agricultural communities
and others for the presentation and promotion of
the project, salaries for developers and marketing
professionals, payment for servers and fixed coworking costs. EthicHub has two main objectives in

mind. One is to close a funding round for seed capital of 400,000 euros to incorporate new functionalities to the financing platform, develop the Marketplace, scale the model to global level and establish

a presence in a second country in addition to Mexico. The other is to satisfy the needs for loans and
increase the volume of the platform.
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Homexplorer: your digital property consultant
Founded: 2017
Sector: Property
Founders: Miguel Ángel Díaz
Investment obtained: €150,000
Principal Investors: Miguel Ángel Díaz, Jesús Lozano and
Pablo Vaquero
www.homexplorer.es
Location: Madrid

Homexplorer is a tech company in the property
sector that, through big data, offers better advice in
real ti8me so that both companies and individuals
make the best decision on the property market. Miguel Ángel Díaz is the founding partner of the technological development of the startup, which offers
access to advisory services in real time for both individuals and companies. The free and integrated platform allows for search, analysis and decision-making, both for individual clients and for professional
investors in search of assets with value growth potential. As it is a free service for owners and property
agents, they can direct their resources towards benefiting from the many data products to improve the
experience for their clients.
What’s more, as an automated big data model it removes manual work from process, allowing for the business model to be replicated automatically in many
countries, an impossible task for Homeexplorer’s cu-

rrent competitors. After an investment of €150,000 for
the development of big data technology and the platform, Homexplorer has established two business models: B2B y B2B2C in collaboration with partners with
traffic. At the end of the year, the company expects to be

the website with the largest stock of single properties in
Spain. From 2020, the intention is to replicate the model in other markets, with the objective of establishing
a presence in over 15 countries within five years, reaching significant levels similar to those in Spain.
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UDE. URBAN DATA EYE

UDE: the startup that analyses any space in real time using Artificial Intelligence
Founded: 2018
Sector: Smart City, retail e industrial 4.0
Founders: Rodrigo Delso, Javier Argota, Iago Romero and
Alberto Gómez
Investment obtained: $1,2m
Principal Investors: Techstars
www.urbandataeye.com
Location: Madrid

UDE (Urban Data Eye) is a leading company that
can analyse any space in real time through an Artificial Intelligence algorithm. This type of artificial
intelligence applies the algorithm to the thousands
of cameras that already exist in cities and businesses with the aim of extracting data that allows for the
generation of profitability for businesses, public companies, local authorities and developers. What’s more,
the data extraction is completed on a completely
anonymous basis with no facial recognition and without storing the images which means it is fully compliant with the Spanish Data Protection Act (LPD).
It is the only company in the world that extracts
coordinates from each person and can connect any
existing camera to the algorithm. It is also entirely
anonymous as only low resolution images are used
with precision in excess of 97% and less than 30 cm.
The startup came about thanks to the Bizlab Airbus
acceleration programme and the need for data to take

scientific decisions on ‘retail location’, design needs,
urban impact announcements and ‘on-demand’ public services. For start-up of operations, the founders contributed 10 thousand euros and since then
the company has financed itself with revenue from

clients. At present they have projects in Spain, the
United States and Holland and have received several prizes such as the first Arquia Entrepreneurship
Award, the second Actúa UPM Award and the first
MAD+ Award.
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TUCUVI

Tucuvi: the artificial intelligence platform that cares for older people
Founded: 2019
Sector: MedTech, Silver Economy
Founders: María González and Marcos Rubio
Investment obtained: Not provided
Principal Investors: Not provided
www.tucuvi.com
Location: Bilbao, Basque Country

The Tucuvi startup is based on a virtual care tool
that operates based on artificial intelligence with the
aim of eliminating the gap in services to older people.
Tucuvi uses automatic voice recognition and natural
language processing to offer continued care for people through personalized telephone calls. The startup
system recognizes the information in telephone conversations with care managers and fosters a paradigm shift from reactionary care towards preventive
and proactive care.
The founders of Tucuvi, María González and Marcos Rubio, have developed a set of digital assistance
measures for this group. Through the solutions provided by both professionals, it is expected that when
some emergency occurs to the user, they might be capable of communicating it and receiving the corresponding assistance. The name of the company comes from the initials of “your virtual carer” which led
the founders to name the startup Tucuvi. To aim was

to make it simple “and easy for everyone in our target
market to remember, generally people aged over 50.”
The startup scooped the health award at Hackathon
in the Cercer connected applications category. It also
received the award for the best tech project from the
Lazarus accelerator.
Tucuvi has just received the Deusto Citizen Bootcamp award in the Seed Business School category
and was also recognized at the Anis awards 2019 and
the Mas Humano 2019 awards in the Bankinter Foundation category.

The Tucuvi platform is based on the PaaS B2B2C
model, that is, a more sophisticated version of the basic overlapping of the two businesses. With the same
online platform and the same distribution platform, it
is about creating the complete value chain from the
manufacture of a product or service right through to
the final consumer. Among the company’s objectives
for 2019 are sales of 10,000 euros, which would enable
it to meet the growth forecasts estimated by Tucuvi’s founders in 2020. This way they would start with
their first clients next year and would bill between
30,000 and 50,000 euros to grow the business in 2021.
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FIXME

Fixme: the platform that offers immediate wellness delivered to your door
Founded: 2018
Sector: Health and Fitness
Founders: Maria Luke and Xandra Etxabe
Investment obtained: €250,000
Principal Investors: Rockstart Colombia, Leonardo Wehe,
Metxa Inversiones and founders
www.fixme.es
Location: Madrid (Spain)
and Bogotá (Colombia)

Fixme is a booking platform for massage, physiotherapy and personal training appointments with
the aim of bringing wellness to the user wherever
they are and when they want. Two young entrepreneurs, María Luke and Xandra Etxabe realised there
was a gap in the market for a platform that allowed
physiotherapy and personal training users to book
appointments quickly and simply, and allowing
professionals in the sector to obtain clients easily.
That’s when they decided to create Fixme in May
2018. One of the most important values of the company is quality of service for the user. That’s why
the professionals aren’t freelancers but part of the
Fixme team. Their business model is based on services on demand. All of the professionals who form
part of Fixme are employees of the company, unlike other digital platforms. The services packs they
offer allow the customer to book any service offered
by the platform and all of them have a three-month
expiry period. To carry out the project the founders

allocated an initial investment of 50,000 euros of
own fund, which was allocated to building the team,
the product, marketing and taxes. They also have the
support of incubators and business accelerators like
Tetuán Valley Google Campus in Madrid or the La-

tin American Rockstart. They exported the business
model to B2B. The service is currently available in
Madrid and Bogotá but they plan to launch in more
cities once they close the first round of funding for
300,000 euros.
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WOLORENT

Wolorent: the easy, secure and commission-free rent management platform
Founded: 2019
Sector: Proptech
Founders: Rita Almela, Marc Borrell, Rafael García Escarré
and 101 Ventures
Investment obtained: €100,000
Principal Investors: not provided
www.wolorent.com
Location: Barcelona

Wolorent is disrupting the real estate sector and the
residential renting sector in particular. It’s an easy,
secure and commission-free rent management platform, digitalized and automated for the entire rental
process through smart technologies.
The proposal for tenants is 0 agency commission
and 0 finance. For owners it offer total peace of mind,
guaranteeing rent and providing the selection of the
best tenants and easy, secure and risk-free property
management. Rita Almela, Marc Borrel and Rafael
García are the founders of the startup, which, for its
launch, needed 100,000 euros.
They used that to develop the first version of the
platform, invest in marketing for the capture of first
time users and consolidating the team. They project
also has the support of 101Ventures, a Venture Builder where digital startups and deep tech are created. Today, the business model has established how

to pay per use for certain value services: insurance,
finance, management and several property-related services. In the short to medium term Wolorent
wants to position itself as a leader in the commer-

cialization and management of rental apartments,
beginning its activity in the major cities like Barcelona, Madrid and Valencia.
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BRAVE CORPORATION

Brave Corporation: the startup making the internet a more secure place
Founded: 2018
Sector: Cybersecurity, IT
Founders: Joaquín Rodríguez, Gorka Lorenzo, Javier
Gutiérrez, Saioa Arrizabalga and Silvia Ayala
Investment obtained: €130,000
Principal Investors: Founders
www.brave-corporation.com
Location: Vitoria, Basque
Country

Brave Corporation is a Spanish artificial intelligence
company that was set up to protect humans efficiently
form new dangers in a highly connected world. Brave
Corporation emerged as a startup in Switzerland in the
year 2018, under the name Veriswiss, a name that alluded to the age verification tool which was the first product that it developed, and the origin if its founders Joaquín Rodríguez, Gorka Lorenzo, Javier Gutiérrez, Saioa
Arrizabalga and Silvia Ayala.
Upon moving the company to Spain, they considered
a change of name to avoid the confusing association
with Switzerland and an excessive focus on just one
product from its portfolio. So they opted for Brave Corporation. The services the company offers include the
following: Shield (age verification), a B2B product with
an Artificial Intelligence system that analyses biometric facial information through a smartphone or computer camera and estimates, immediately and completely
anonymously, the age of the user, granting or rejecting

access to adult content. Another service is Angel from
the B2C line. This is personal, voice-activated security
system that uses speech recognition technologies and
GPS to give users and immediate response. They also
created the Watch service (Parental control/anti-bullying) which is based on a B2C product that allows
parents to anlyse online activity and access to adult
content on their children’s smartphones. To date, Brave
Corporation has obtained 130,000 euros in investment,

which was allocated to recruitment costs, legal advice,
development of 2 products (Angel and Shield), corporate and visual identity, development of marketing materials, IT software and infrastructure and participation
in fairs and competitions. With a view to 2020, Brave
Corporation seeks to develop the final version of all the
services to foster institutional contacts, the international growth of Spanish patents and enter the BIND 4.0
acceleration programme.
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BOOMVA

Boomva: compare and contract everyday services
Sector: Services
Founders: Eduard Justicia and Víctor Ortega
Investment obtained: €50.000
Principal Investors: In negotiation
www.boomva.com
Location: Madrid and Barcelona

Boomva is a platform with a team of professionals
responsible for finding, buying and booking quality services including physiotherapy, trainers, repair
and tradesperson work, babysitting, private classes,
etc. and any services required in everyday life. The
formula for the platform is developed in a manner
similar to that of the AirBnB app. The platform was
created to meet the market’s needs; to “find any service a user might need from one day to the next and
compare professional profiles of each speciality”, explain the founders.
After that, the next step is to reserve the service
within the application. The comparison platform
and service supplier has allocated over 50,000 euros
towards creating a Minimum Viable Product (MVP).
This tool is used to streamline the process of adaptation of a new product to the market and clients. Similarly, part of this investment is also allocated towards
incorporating the company.

Looking to the coming years, Boomva expects to
surpass the 1,500 mark for professionals on the platform and 100 for satisfied customers. It also estimates
sales revenue of more than 1,000 euros.

The founders will implement a roadmap for positioning within the Spanish market and offer an exceptional service and experience while becoming a
“leading platform” for professionals offering everyday
services.
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HOOP CARPOOL

Hoop Carpool: the sustainable mobility company promoting carpooling within the city
Founded: 2019
Sector: Shared mobility
Founders: Nathan Lehoucq, Paloma Martín, Andrea García and Carlos Alonso
Investment obtained: €125,000
Principal Investors: Epsilon Ecología
www.hoopcarpool.com
Location: Madrid

Hoop Carpool is a carpooling solution for corporations and universities. It’s a mobile application that
puts drivers and passengers in contact with each
other so they can share their day-to-day journeys in
the cities. Founded in 2017 by Nathan Lehoucq, Paloma Martín, Carlos Alonso and Andrea García, the
main objective was to optimize vehicle occupation
levels, currently 1.3 persons per car, which translates
into car spaces being empty over 90% of the time. By
meeting this objective they contribute to the reduction of traffic and pollution in our cities. It also helps
clients reach their UN 2030 Sustainable Development
Objectives. Hoop Carpool, through its application, recommends a price per kilometre and the driver sets
the final price. Hoop adds 10% commission for management charges.
Passengers pay through the payment platform on the
application and it’s easy and simple. Unlike other mobility solutions on the market at present, Hoop offers

a more competitive price, access across the Madrid
region and not just the city centre, greater flexibility
than bus routes or company shuttle busses and considerable savings for corporations. The company began with an initial investment of 10 thousand euros of
own funds which was allocated to building the website
and the redesign of the idea through the Lean Startup
agency. They recently completed a round of funding
for 100 thousand euros and they now find themselves

in the process of analysis for obtaining ENISA funding
for a sum of 75 thousand euros. They are currently in
the process of implementing carpooling in two specific areas of the city of Madrid: Alcobendas/Las Tablas
and Las Rozas. They aslo expect to close sales of 30
thousand euros as they are currently launching with
the freemium model for companies and universities
and they are forecasting major scale-up on European
and national level in terms of sales in 2020-2021.
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PIBISI

Pibisi: a cloud solution to prevent money laundering
Founded: 2018
Sector: RegTech
Founders: Alejandro D. Caneda
Investment obtained: 90,000 euros
Principal Investors: François Derbaix, Fernando Cabello
and Unai Ansejo
www.pibisi.com
Location: Madrid and Valencia

Pibisi is a cloud KYC solution that allows regulated
companies of any size to automate their anti-money
laundering procedures. It allows regulated companies to comply with Law 10/2010 of 28 April on the
prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing without infrastructure and in a manner that is
100% automated. In addition, Pibisi is 80% cheaper
than the anti-money laundering systems currently
on the market. Alejandro D. Caneda, ex-CTO of Indexa
Capital, is the founder of Pibisi which also has investors like François Derbaix and Unai Ansejo, founders
and directors of Indexa Capital, or Cabello-Astolfi,
founder of Aplazame.
The startup charges clients monthly based on the
number of people they monitor through different
modules invoiced independently. To date, they have
achieved investment of 90 thousand euros plus an
ENISA loan for the sum of 60 thousand euros. At
present, this investment is destined for the deve-

lopment of products and marketing campaigns. At
present, the company’s main objective is to finance itself in Spain with the Person Analytics model,
which allows a Money Laundering score to be ob-

tained for any person in order to cover expansion
to other countries. With its impressive growth, the
company hopes to close the year with sales of 15
thousand euros.
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NESPRA

Nespra: the Valencia-based real-time data capture startup
Founded: 2016
Sector: Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence
Founders: Helios Rodríguez and David Salvador
Investment obtained: €85.000
Principal Investors: Founders
www.nespra.net
Location: Valencia

Nespra is based on simplifying the use of different
network sensors and controlling data obtained from
assets in real time in order to create behavioural, prediction and analysis models. Nespra connects a set of
sensors to the internet and receives grouped information at a single control centre. The project was launched
by CEO Helios Rodríguez and Solution Architect David
Salvador. They started by launching the startup’s Minimum Viable Product with the collaboration of the mineral water brand San Benedetto, through an initiatives
that positioned them among the “20 most innovative
companies in Spain” selected by the Retail Innovation
Observatory 2019. The startup was launched thanks to
an investment of 85,000 euros made by the founders.
This sum was allocated to the purchase of new laboratory tools and devices, licenses and the contracting
of different platforms for the development of the prototype and testing of the concept tests. In terms of the investment made over recent months, the founders have

said that this was allocated to the marketing, communication and promotion of the firm. According to the
startup’s creators, Nespra’s business model is based on
a subscription service through which it guarantees the
client the solvency, reliability and compatibility of both
electronic devices and the online monitoring platform.
What’s more, the startup assumes responsibility for
the management and configuration of the network of
connected sensors that transmit data to the cloud, offering the user the possibility of control wherever they

may be, with just an internet connection. The startup
is currently about to enter a new funding round for
200,000 euros with the aim of financing the expansion
and growth plan.
Beyond that and looking towards 2020 the founders
are forecasting that the growth and expansion of Nespra will translate into it positioning itself as a leading
company in connectivity and Internet of Things in
Spain with a presence in Europe’s leading technology
companies.
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ICARIA

ICARIA: the startup capable of predicting cardiac arrest through
Artificial Intelligence sensors
Founded: 2018
Sector: Medical Services (HealthTech)
Founders: Ignasi Heras y Anna Nicolau Torra
Investment obtained: N/A
Principal Investors: Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
and Mobile World Capital Barcelona;
together with founders
www.icariamed.com
Location: Barcelona
ICARIA is a startup created in 2018 by Ignasi Heras y Anna Nicolau Torra and its activity is primarily
focussed on the future of arterial pressure monitoring. ICARIA operates in the medical services sector
or HealthTech, and what differentiates it from other
companies in the field is that it has developed the
first precise, continuous and non-invasive technology with the aim of providing a more secure method
for the monitoring of patients’ arterial pressure.
Through Artificial Intelligence algorithms, it enables medics to offer better treatment.
All in all, it is a system capable of continuously
gathering cardiovascular signals close to the heart,
measuring using just two armbands adapted to the
limbs. The technology is based on the combination
of patented disruptive hardware and Deep Learning
algorithms that calculate the systolic, diastolic and
average arterial pressure. ICARIA has the support of

accelerators like EIT Health, Ship2B, Barcelona Health Hub and the European Commission, through the
Horizon 2020 programme, European Union Funding
for Research and Innovation. The startup has the

collaboration of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya through the BarcelonaTech programme and
Mobile World Capital Barcelona.
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DELECTATECH

Delectatech: revolutionizing food service thanks to Artificial Intelligence
Founded: 2014
Sector: IT consulting, integrated multiplatform software
research and development
Founders: Marc Guerrero and Xavier Mallol
Investment obtained: €300,000
Principal Investors: Retail Tech
www.delectatech.com
Location: Barcelona

Delectatech is a technology startup using advanced
artificial intelligence techniques to revolutionize the
Food Service sector. The aim is to help all stakeholders in the sector through learning and knowledge
on a large scale, which only an Artificial Intelligence system can generate. Food Data is a Delectatech
initiative that has the support and collaboration of
prestigious institutions like the Basque Culinary Centre and the Fundació Alicia. Xavier Mallol and Marc
Guerrero are the entrepreneurs behind the initiative.
In 2004, they launched the startup to the market as
a unique SaaS system that exploits Artificial Intelligence techniques. A system capable of reading and
learning by itself and in real time, any information
relating to hospitality and gastronomy, generating
what they call Food Data, giving their clients a more
relevant response on the basis of which to take the
actions necessary to increase their competitive advantage and productivity. The business model the
company follows is based on monthly payments from

the clients for Delectame services. Their strategy is
to offer Freemium format solutions at low cost to obtain greater volume of outlets and a clearer profile of
the needs of each business. Delectame was incorporated in September 2014 with subscribed capital of 3

thousand euros. In 2005, it obtained a capital extension of 40,000 euros from ENISA. In 2020, it aims to
consolidate FoodRadar and Analytics in the Spanish
market and is preparing to enter two other European
countries: the United Kingdom and Italy.
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ZYMVOL

Zymvol Biomodeling: the startup specialized in discovering enzymes
Founded: 2017
Sector: Industrial biotechnology
Founders: María Fátima Lucas, Emanuele Monza and
Víctor Gil
Investment obtained: €41,000
Principal Investors: Family, Friends
and Fools
www.zymvol.com
Location: Barcelona
Zymvol Biomodeling SL is a private biotechnology company specialized in discovering enzyme engineering through computational simulations. The
computer simulation makes it possible to see the
three-dimensional structure of protein and how to
interact with small molecules in the substrate. The
proprietary software allows for the design of enzymes for industry.
The Catalan startup was founded in 2017 by María
Fátima Lucas, Emanuele Monza and Víctor Gil, and
the main objective is provide a catalyst for the replacement of unsustainable chemical processes which
often use metallic catalysts which are costly and
cause pollution, with Biocatalysis, a clean and sustainable alternative. The result is the development of
tests for 50,000 proteins per day through a computer,
saving time and lab costs. To launch the startup, the
founders needed an initial investment of 41,000 euros
which was allocated to salaries, outsourcing of services and R&D marketing.

They also participated in various acceleration programmes, in particular IQS Next Tech for a period
of six weeks, Richi Social Entrepreneur, as part of
which they relocated to Boston for three weeks and
the Barcelona Activa acceleration programme. Zymvol’s main goals are to take the initial steps toward
the production of own enzymes and advance in the

automation of the software. As of today and despite
the company’s youth, they have clients in Spain, Austria and Korea and they intend to enter the American
market shortly. In terms of sales objectives the company has set a target of 0.5 million euros in sales for
the year.
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VERONE

Verone: jewelry rental for all budgets
Founded: 2018
Sector: Alquiler de joyería
Founders: Luis Feliu de la Peña, Enric Alicarte and Nuclio
Venture Builder
Investment obtained: €550,000
Principal Investors: Founders
www.verone.com
Location: Barcelona

Verone is an online platform for luxury jewellery
hire. With a selection of different subscriptions and
budgets the user can chose a certain number of pieces per month, per semester or per year, depending
on the subscription they chose. Luis Feliu de la Peña
(CEO), Enric Alicarte (CMO) and Nucleo Venture Builder are the founders of this startup which launched
its platform in 2015 with a subscription model for
jewellery rental.
The formula they have created is based on a “try
it before you buy it, smart shopping” approach which
translates into an unlimited jewellery store on the
cloud, offering the experience of obtaining the right
piece for every occasion and for any outfit. Verone
promotes the collaborative economy and sustainability through the B2C and B2B2C subscription model, where brands offer an accessible rental service
for all pockets. Verone has launched a specific plan
for jewellery hire for special occasions whether
they are weddings, anniversaries, parties or other

events. The company has partnerships with almost
10 brands, among them Tous, Luby&Lemerald and
CerveraJewels. For the launch of the platform, Verone needed an initial investment of 140 thousand
euros and they are currently closing a bridge round.
To date, the total investment obtained stands at 550
thousand euros. For its part, the company is trying to
consolidate the model in Spain and expand in Euro-

pe, offering consumers and brands the opportunity to
discover and experience the latest jewellery collections in a way that’s accessible. They also increased
agreements with leaders in the sector and consolidated the brand’s portfolio at national and international
level. And finally, it also democratizes the experience
of luxury.
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ASTIBOT

Astibot: the robot that automates vine pruning
Founded: 2016
Sector: IT Engineering and Robotics
Founders: Felipe Beteta López
Investment obtained: Preparing round of funding for
€500,000
Principal Investors: Pending completion of round
www.astibot.es
Location: Valladolid, Castilla y León

Astibot is a company specialized in the development of robotics systems and smart software for the
industrial automation and other sectors. Astibot’s
business strategy is focussed on intense R&D activity for the development of pioneering artificial intelligence and high added value automation solutions
for the industrial sector that are not currently on the
market. The company has seen exponential growth
in sales year after year, adding first-rate companies
to its client portfolio.
The initiative is one of Felipe Beteta (sole administrator), an IT graduate with a Master’s in Robotics and Automation and a Master’s in Artificial
Intelligence. The idea was the founder’s own bid to
channel and promote work in the industrial robotics sector. Due to increased sales and the increased technological risk of the solution developed, the
company was incorporated in February 2015 with
the mission of creating high value-added solutions

for industry that don’t exist on the market, with a
strategy focussed in R&D. What Astibo has done is
develop the first robot capable of automatic the task
of pruning vines on trellises. Thus, the benefits provided by the startup for the sector are the reduction

of pruning time by 50% and a cost reduction of up to
60% as well as advantages in terms of comfort and
reliability, 30 days’ work per month regardless of
weather conditions and environmental benefits of a
100% electric system.
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BERDAC

Berdac: the smart medicine dispenser
Founded: 2019
Sector: E-Health
Founders: Roger Guasch
Investment obtained: €115,000
(committed)
https://berdac.com
Location: Barcelona

Bardic was set up to prevent patients from forgetting to take their medication or making mistakes in
doing so. The startup has created IMA, a Smart Medicine Dispenser, that alerts the user when it’ time
to take their medication and all the patient has to do
is press a button to obtain the right dosage. Furthermore, thanks to its sensors, IMA can detect when a
patient has forgotten a dosage and can alert family
members or carers so that they remind them immediately.
These notifications can be received via the mobile
app or follow the treatment plan via a web monitoring
platform. The company’s founder is Roger Guasch,
an IT engineer and a graduate in Political Science
who also holds a Master’s in management and another in project management and consulting. On the
industrial level, Berdace generates major savings by
increasing observance 44% on average to more than
84%. For example, in a clinical trial of more than 1,500
patients and at a cost of over 40 million dollars, the
use of IMA constitutes a saving of some 16 million do-

llars. The company’s founder has invested 75,000 euros of own funds and another 50,000 euros from FFF.
Amazon has also made a donation of 20,000 to the
project. This was used primarily to finance the R&D
for the dispenser (hardware) and the monitoring sys-

tem (software) Looking forward to 2020, the startup
aims to reach 4,000 new customers and 75 clinical
studies, 10 insurance companies (one international)
and 10 hospitals.
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CreatSens Health: the URV spinoff that controls
the potassium level of a drop of blood
Founded: 2017
Sector: Health and medical devices
Founders: Adrià Maceira Solé, Francisco Andrade, Dr. Pascal
Blondeau, Dr. Marta Novell and Dr. Tomàs Guinovart
Investment obtained: €125,000 (private) and €1.3m
(public)
Principal Investors: BStartup (private
entity) and EIT Health (public entity)
www.creatsens.com
Location: Tarragona

CreatSens Health S.L. is a biotechnology company
that focuses its activity on the development of platforms and devices to improve the quality of life of
patients through a device that measures the levels of
potassium in a drop of blood.
It was established in September 2017 as a spin-off
from the Universitat Rovira i Virgili (URV) in Tarragona, thanks to Adrià Maceira Solé, cofounder and CEO;
Dr. Francisco Andrade, cofounder and CIO; Dr. Pascal
Blondeau, cofounder and COO; Dr. Marta Novell, cofounder and CTO; and Dr. Tomàs Guinovart, cofounder and CMO.
CreatSens Health’s proposal consists developing a
new device that can measure and define the levels of
potassium in the blood in a simple, robust, quick and

accurate way, based on a single drop. All this analysis comes at a much lower cost than the alternatives
currently available on the market. It does so using a
kit that includes a simple and quick measuring device for creatinine and glucose in the blood, disposable
sensors and a data processing and analysis service,
customer service and a platform for the administration of those data. The Company operates on a pay
per use basis, where the patient pays for each analysis carried out and a “pay per subscription” model

where they pay a subscription for use of the platform.
At the start of the launch of the project, they obtained public-private financing of 300 thousand euros,
which they allocated to researchers’ salaries and
research and instrumentation materials. At present,
of the current one million of public-private funding,
around one third has been allocated to product development another third to salaries and intellectual
property (patents, brands, lawyers, etc.) and the final
third for material and subcontracting.
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ZENSEI

Zensei: the app helping prevent respiratory problems
Founded: 2017
Sector: Health Tech / InsurTech
Founders: Carlos Hernando and  David Martín-Corral
Investment obtained: €60,000
Principal Investors: Héctor García, Jaime de Mora, Miguel
Iza, Karel Escobar and
other investors
ww.zenseiapp.com
Location: Madrid, Madrid

Zensei is a daily app for all those who suffer from
some kind of problem with the respiratory system or
autoimmune system. Through data collection, the
startup is capable of predicting and warning users
of the environmental risks that may affect their problems. They only have to register on the app and provide information relating to their health. Behind the
project are David Martín-Corral and Carlos Hernando,
both with extensive experience in the health insurance and technology sectors. What’s more, thanks
to their knowledge of the digital products, they aslo
have experience in the psychology sector and digital
behaviour of respiratory patients.
Both are alumni of the Tetuan Valley Startup School
where they formed part of the community and became active mentors to help new members in terms
of data, technology, product and growth. At present,
there are several business models. One of them is
the B2C model through affiliation for the sale of res-

piratory products and a user subscription model for
users. The other one is a B2B model, with an API to
create digital health experiences, the creation of a
digital respiratory health clinic where insurers from
the sector offer Xensei’s service to insurance customers. The total investment made by the company
was 160 thousand euros, of which 100 thousand came
from the founders’ own funds with the remaining 60
thousand from private investors. All the funds raised

have been allocated to the validation of the business
hypothesis and the product. Over the coming two
years, Zensei is looking to close their first SaaS agreements with insurers and pharmacists, create a base
of over 30 thousand users improving product retention, experimenting with a user subscription model
and medically validating the app and the mathematical models. They also hope to close this year with
sales of close to 100 thousand euros.
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LOONFY

Loonfy: makes any day payday
Founded: 2019
Sector: Fintech
Founders: Enrique Nova, Alejandro Cantero, Álvaro García
and Oskar Rodríguez
Investment obtained: €100.000
Principal Investors: Leading investors form the world of
startups
www.loonfy.com
Location: Málaga

Loonfy, created this year by Enrique Nova, Alejandro Cantero, Álvaro García and Oskar Rodríguez,
is a fintech startup with the aim of creating a different relationship between a company and its employees, allowing employees to be paid their wages on
demand. This means that the employee can benefit
from a more flexible pay systems and the company
can offer employees better conditions at no extra
cost. The team says that one of the reasons that
brought them to set up the company was that “as a
company we believe that work-life balance must include all kinds of benefits that empower employees
and make them feel valued.
On the creative process of naming the platform
they said, “we thought about it a lot in terms of different translations relating to the sector we’re involved
in”. In the end they opted for the word loon (the Dutch
for salary) followed by suffix fy “used by so many successful startups,” explained the founders. The Loonfy

platform, which is currently in incubation at Demium
Startups, is developing two potential monetization
formats. The first is based on company subscriptions
while the second is based on a possibility involving
payment advances to the employee.
The main target the company has set for itself
looking ahead to 2020 is continued growth and the
development of other tools to improve the company-employee relationship, offering the employee
the possibility of better work-life balance and econo-

mic peace of mind at complicated times. The company gains as the employee can be more productive
and better performance. This way, Loonfy expects to
reach 100,000 users is 2020. For now, the founders
are focusing on development of a product that really
meets the expectations of clients and enjoys widespread acceptance. Loonfy’s activity is designed with
the aim of increasing the productivity of employees,
improving the internal image of the company, implementing an intuitive and easily integrated system
and reducing financial stress levels for employees.
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FELTWOOD

Feltwood: the organic and biodegradable plastic alternative
Founded: 2016
Sector: Organic materials
Founders: Arancha Yáñez
Investment obtained: €185,000
www.feltwood.com
Location: Zaragoza, Aragón

Feltwood is a Zaragoza-based startup that has developed its own technology to produce organic industrial materials. They do based on agricultural plant
waste not suitable for food, transforming it into organic raw material the can be used by different companies to manufacture their products. Without adding
any plastic, adhesive or binder, they are 100% vegetable fibres. Arancha Yáñez, creator and CEO of Feltwood, decided to launch the initiative in 2016. The
name is a portmanteau of the words ‘felt’ and ‘wood’.
Much as nature does, the fibres can produce material
with different characteristics depending on the manufacturing process. The final product, moreover, is
recyclable and compostable, thus fostering a circular economy. Therefore, the biodegradable industrial
materials that Feltwood creates boast excellent technical characteristics and a very competitive price,
sometimes cheaper than plastic.
The company began with an investment of 20 thousand euros through its own resources and Friends
and Family and, on the other hand, through industrial
partners that allowed them to execute their first tests.

What’s more, they have participated in two acceleration
programmes: Tech4Climate by Fundación Ship2B, and
the Gamechangers and Cities programme run by the
accelerator UnLtd Spain. After recently closing their
first round of investment for over 100 thousand euros

they allocated the resources primarily to two areas: the
patent and industrial validation. Feltwood is currently
focussed on validating an industrial scale project, for
which they are working jointly with multinational companies that help them execute the corresponding tests.
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WADO

Wado: the ecological retro sneakers that are in fashion
Founded: 2018
Sector: Fashion
Founders: Damian Ausutyniak, Lizzie Sabin and Marta
Llaquet
Investment obtained: €2m
Principal Investors: Customers
www.wearewado.com
Location: Barcelona

Wado produce classic sneakers for “Gamechangers”, aesthetically inspired by the 80s. For every pair
of sneakers sold, Wado plants two trees, which has
meant more than 33,000 trees planted to date in India
and Zambia through the ONG We Forest. The aim of
the startup is to use the sale of sneakers to help reforestation and empower local communities that live
in forests, improving the conditions for their financial support. At the same time, they are constantly
searching for organic and recycled materials to use in
the manufacture of their sneakers. Wado was created
through a crowdfunding campaign. The target was to
raise 11 thousand euros. However, they managed to
raise a cool 360 thousand euros, a figure that even outperformed the sunglasses company Hawkers. Wado
sell their sneakers through their online platform Indiegogo and in third party stores around the world.
Thanks to the success of the crowdfunding campaign
launched in March 2018 on the Kickstarter platform,
they were able to launch their first production line of

75,000 units. The investment prior to the campaign
only covered the prototype sneakers phase and the
construction of the limited company. The priority of
the startup is to advance on the path of sustainability

and launch a model that includes more materials and
sustainable manufacturing processes. What’s more,
they expect to close manufacturing of 2.5 million euros in 2019.
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TRAZABLE

Trazable: the platform that identifies the trajectory
of a food from origin to consumer
Founded: 2018
Sector: Foodtech
Founders: Pablo Rodrigo and Lucas Salinas
Investment obtained: €80,000
Principal Investors: Lanzadera and
KMZERO
www.trazable.io
Location: Valencia
Trazable is a mobile app that allows users to connect to different companies in the industry value
chain to unify the information for the entire digital
registration process.
The app scans all types of labelled food and, this
way, can the true traceability of the product can be
seen at all times, from origin to point of sale, as well
as the nutritional value. When users scan the products at point of sale or search the application’s database, this “translates” the nutritional information to
simply determine whether a product is “good, bad or
ok” for one’s health.
It is the initiative of two Spanish entrepreneurs who
are experts in new technologies, Pablo Rodrigo (CEO)
and Lucas Salinas (CTO). The team decided to launch
Trazable in 2018 after detecting that most consumers,
themselves included, didn’t understand the labels
and information on food packaging. Trazable charges

the companies using their services a monthly fee. To
date, the startup has total investment of 80 thousand
euros, which has been allocated, practically in full, to
the development of technology, technical equipment

and the validation of the business model within the
industry. By the end of this year, the company expects to launch its service on the market and in 2020
begin to see its first sales for the traceability service.
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COCUUS

Cocuus: the 3D printer that’s revolutionizing gastronomy
Founded: 2017
Sector: Food Tech Mecatrónica
Founders: Daniel Rico and Patxi Larumbe
Investment obtained: €500,000
Principal Investors: Partners and Sodena
www.cocuus.com
Location: Cizur Mayor, Navarra

Cocuus is a tech-based startup framed in the mechatronics sector and created in June 2017 as a result of an
intense period of R&D by the promoters in related fields.
The initiative came about from the hospitality experience and passion for innovative technology of two of
the promotors, Patxi Larumbe and Daniel Rico.
The initiative was selected by the accelerator Orizont,
where Sodena also participates in the capital, with 20
thousand euros. The founders have designed and developed a machine that can cut and engrave on all types
of food, as well as wood, leather, fabric, plastic, silicone,
foam, polystyrene and a range of auxiliary materials to
produce moulds and mass with milimetrical precision.
This offers the possibility of preparing artistic culinary
creations, turning dishes into a visual experience.
The monetisation of the model is based on subscription and the payment of the Premium content. To
launch the machinery, Pamplona natives Patxi and Da-

niel required an initial investment of 500 thousand euros, which was allocated to developing the prototypes,
their manufacture, programming and distribution at
fairs, among others. Cocuus is offering the hospitality
sector a device with brand new laser technology with
which to serve incredible presentations, want to inter-

nationalize the product and reach other markets where
they continue to grow in the reduction of presentation
times of the dishes and boosting the cook’s creativity.
They aslo expect to end the year with 250 thousand euros in sales.
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KODUZ

Koduz: the platform specialized in digital design of interiors and furniture design
Founded: 2018
Sector: E-design, Interiors and furniture
Founders: Richard Lagrand and Ángel García
Investment obtained: €240.000
Principal Investors: Family, Friends
and Fools
www.Koduz.com
Location: Barcelona

Koduz is a technology company that offers digital
design of interiors. Through its visual questionnaire,
the platform finds out the customer’s needs, style and
budget. Once this information is received, the Koduz
team prepare three furniture and decoration proposals adapted to the needs of the user. Koduz manages
the purchasing, logistics and assembly of the furniture: everything from the same platform. Ángel García
and Richard Lagrand were responsible for launching
the company.
Ángel brought his investment and business experience to the table, as well as 15 years’ experience in
within the international startup ecosystem. For his
part, Lagrand has over ten years’ experience in the
communication and sales sector. Lagrand has participated in Startupbootcamp and two years later led
the same programme in Barcelona. The Koduz platform is a collaborative work by both creators and has
the aim of offering the user a completely digital service that reduces the price of their interior decoration

project whilst “ensuring the service in accessible to
everyone in an easy, understandable and economic
way,” say the founders. To date, Koduz has allocated
240,000 euros to the execution of the company’s first
prototypes, while also allocating part of this sum to
new tests and the detecting frictions and pivoting
the idea. It was also used for the creation and programming of a digital ecosystem product and for
launching marketing campaigns with which to gain
exposure for the service.

The customer pays the minimum guaranteed price
on the market and we buy at distribution prices. The
future forecast they are focussing on is consolidation
of the “breakeven” position, extension of recurring
collaborative contracts through the Business-to-Business channel and the strengthening of B2C capture, which also involves the development B2C digital
marketing strategies. With all that taken into account, Koduz has set itself a sales target of 220,000 to
250,000 euros.

The business model used by the creators for the
launch of Koduz was digital payment. In the words
of García and Lagrand, “the margin is generated with
the sale of furniture we offer in the project.
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